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-rewasmaSIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION — City Street Department workers began work Tuesday on repairing the west sidewalkon Fourth Street, between Walnut and Main. New sidewalks will be poured, and steps leading to the street installed alongthe curb, according to Lee Bolen, Street Department.
Staff Photo by David Fiji
Cutchin To Be Memorialized
During Homecoming Weekend
The late Carlisle Cutchin, a pioneer in
athletics at Murray State University who
Served as coach and athletic director more
than a quarter -of a century bedew-his—
death in 1953, will be memorialized during
Homecoming weekend on the campus Oct.
3-4.
His name will be perpetuated with the
dedication of the Carlisle Cutchin
Recreation Complex on the site of old
Cutchin Stadium at 5 p. m. Friday, Oct. 3,
followed by a memorial dinner at 5:30 p.
m. in the ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union Building.
Cutchin's widow, who continues to live in
Murray, will unveil the marker naming
the complex. She will be assisted by Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, university
president, who will make the dedicatory
remarks for the occasion.
C. Phil Cutchin of Dallas, Texas, one of
Cutchin's sons, will respond in behalf of
the family. Now an account executive for
an investment firm, Cutchin formerly was
the head football coach at Oklahoma State
University.
James H. Johnson of Owensboro,
president of the Murray State Alumni
Association, will preside. The dedicatory
prayer will be offered by Dr. James A.
Fisher, minister of the First United
Methodist Church of Murray. -
The Murray State A Cappelli" Choir,
..earsictedby Robert IC. Bear, will provide
the music for the dedication program.
James E. ( Buck ) Hurley of Benton, a
member of the Carlisle Cutchin Memorial
Committee, will preside during the dinner
program. S. Jack Gardner of Murray will
offer the invocation, followed by four in-
dividual tributes to Cutchin. Delivering the
tributes will be: Dr. Chad Stewart,
chairman of the Department of Recreation
and Physical Education at Murray State;
James H. Phillips, principal of Hickman
County High School; Floyd Burdette,
faculty member and former head
basketball coach at the University of
Tennessee at Martin; and W. H. Crowder,
sales manager for a Mayfield clothing
firm.
Stanfill Cutchin, a teacher from Chat-
tanooga, Term., and another son of the
man being remembered, will respond to
conclude the program.
During his long service at Murray State
from 1925 to 1951, Cutchin was the head
football coach from 1925 to 1930, the head
basketball coach from 1926 to 1941 and part
of the 1947-48 season, the head baseball
coach from 1925 to 1951, and athletic
- director from 1925 to 1940.
His record as a football coach was 3641-
Teams. His
- basketball teams compiled a 253-9/ mark,.'
including championships in the Mississippi
Valley Conference in 1930 and the Ken-
tucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
in 1941. Records of his baseball teams are
not available.
He was inducted into the Murray State
Athletic Hall of Fame in 1970.
Formerly the site of Murray State home
football games and track meets from 1934
to 1973 while it was known as Cutchin
Stadium, the new Cutchin Complex con-
sists of playing areas for soccer, softball,
and football, and a jogging track. It is used
for intramural competition and for
physical education classes. Other uses for
the area, which is lighted, include band
practice and camps for athletes, bands
and cheerleaders.
Tickets for the Cutchin. Memorial
Dinner, which is open to the public, are
available in the Akirnni Affairs Office on
the fourth floor of Sparks Hall Ad-
ministration Building) for $3.75 per plate.
They must be ordered before the deadline
Sept. 29.
Higher Prices Caused By Words,
Not By Grain Sales To Russia
In IP NPI1. ill/
Higher food prices resulting from U.S.
grain sales to Russia are caused by con-
troversy and concern over the deals and
not by any threat to American supplies.
The problem is words, not wheat. U.S.
farmers are producing three times as
much wheat as the country will use this
year. U.S. firms have sold the Russians
only one-third of the wheat that is expected
to be left over at the end of the year after
domestic consumption and regular ex-
ports.
The controversy eased a bit Tuesday
when AFL-CIO President George Meany,
acting after a meeting with President
Pord, told dock workers to resume loading
Soviet-bound grain voluntarily.
Ford told Meany he could make no
promises about what would happen to food
prices. But he extended until mid-October
a moratorium on new grain sales to Russia
and said he would try to work out a long-
term agreement to minimize the impact of
any future sales.
An AFL-C10 spokesman said the boycott
suspension was for one-month only, pen-
ding further developments. The con-
troversy continues.
The V.S. 'Department of Agriculture
estimates the 1975 wheat crcip at a record
58.3 million metric tons. Added to stock-
piles, that gives the nation a total supply of
67 million metric tons.
Only 19.4 million metric tons of wheat
Will be used at home; 34 million metric
tons will be exported to Countries other
than Russia. That leaves almost 13.6
million metric tons.
Thus far this year, U.S. firms have sold
the Russians about one-third of that 13.6
million metric tons, leaving just over nine
million metric tons for storage in grain
silos across the country.
If supplies are adequate, why are prices
going up?
One reason is that people still remember
what happened after the 1972 grain sales to
the Soviet Union. The traditionally large
American stockpiles were almost
depleted; wheat prices quadrupled, from
$1.32 a bushel in July 1972 to $5.29 in
January 1974; food prices went up almost
30 per cent in two years and the grain sales
shared the blame with rising energy costs
and government price controls that disrup-
ted production cycles.
There are several differences between
the situation now and in 1972:
—U.S. firms have sold the Soviets less
corn and wheat this year — a little more
TODAY'S INDEX
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than nine million metric tons compared
with about 18 million metric tons in 1972.
There is more grain available for ex-
port to Russia. The 1972 sales represented
99 per cent of the U.S. wheat carryover -
the amount left after domestic use and
regular exports — in contrast to this year
33 per cent.
—The world grain situation has im-
proved from 1973 and 1974 when drought
and famine in developing countries in
creased demand for wheat and corn fron
U. S. stockpiles -- stockpiles that hac.
been depleted by the 1972 Russian sale.
Nonetheless, fear of a potential shorta).!,
can drive up prices just as surely as a shor
tage itself. Warnings can turn anticipail




The Murray Board of Education wii,
hold its regular meeting Thursday night at
the board office, according to Superin-
tendent Fred Schultze
InclUded on the agenda will bf-,
recognition of Murtay Fire Chief Jackie
Cooper to exdlain the promotion of Fire
Prevention Week in Murray, consideration
of a human relations committee, and a,
discussion by Ty Holltikid on -The-
plications of Title IX concerning Studen'
and staff.
FRAN• KFORT, Ky. (AP) —Establishing
a school of veterinary medicine in Ken-
tucky is 'not a desireable course of ac-
tion," according to a consulting firm hired
---to study the state's veterinarian needs and
educational requirements.
The firm of Booz, Allen and Hamilton
reported Tuesday to a special advisory
committee studying the possibility of es-
tablishing a veterinary school.
The consultants say rather than in-
vesting a substantial amount of capital in
constructing and operating a new school,
Kentucky Could best meet its veterinary
needs by continuing participation in
Southern Region Education Board
(SREB) programs and by developing con-
tract arrangements with other schools out-
Median Household Income Is
Reported Down Five Per Cent
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Census
Bureau reported Tuesday that median
household income, a key indicator of
Americans' standard of living, dropped by
nearly 5 per cent last year after ad-
justment for inflation.
The bureau said half of the nation's
households earned more than $11,101 per
year in 1974 while half earned less. The
median income amounted to an increase
statistics, which include people alone and
unrelated people sharing living quarters,
cover 71.1 million.
Both reports are based on surveys of
50,000 Americans and compute incomeS"
regardless of family or household size.
Brown To Conduct
from 1973's $10.512- But later ad/wating-the------Sionifterittlibitirrayfigures for decreased buying power due to
inflation, the 1974 figure represented a 4.8
per cent decline.
It was the first drop since a nine-tenths
of 1 per cent decline in 1971 after ad-
justment for inflation.
Figures on household income have been
compiled only since 1967 by the Census
Bureau.
In July, the bureau reported that median
family income after adjustment for in-
flation tumbled by 4 per cent, despite the
increase in the dollar value by $785 to
$12,836. That was the worst drop since Cen-
sus began chronicling family income in
1947.
The family statistics have traditionally
served as barometer of Americans'
mioweeconomicwwerineweltareve, hmasuclut its covveopteerageliving islim-
• 
in
--tr-"ainThus etheua-frlearnilr% statistics cover 55.7
Imillion units, while the household
Bill Furgerson, head football coach at
Murray State University, reviewed
prospects for the coming season at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club held
Tuesday evening at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Furgerson cited as one of the team's
weakness as lack of experience in the
offensive line. He said one of his strong
points was that ten of the eleven starters
are back on defense with the finest
defensive seceifidary he had ever had.
Furgerson said the team had two big weak
points—lack of experience on offense and
in the kicking game.
Tom Shirley, vice-president, introduced
Coach Furgerson.
The club president, Col. John Thompson
ret. ) presided. Announcement was made
of the Club's radio auction to be held Oc-
tober 21, 22, arid 23.
Four visitors were Lee Bolen,
superintendent of Murray Street Depart-
ment, Tommy Reid of Vanderbilt
Chemical Company, Bob Kaiser, president
of the Lexington Downtown Club, and
Roger Childress, new faculty member at
Murray State University.
Thundershowers
Increasing cloudiness this morning
with thundershowers likely by afternoon
and warm, high in the low and mid 80s.
Tonight thundershowers likely and mild
low in the low 70s. Thursday warm with




Kentucky State Trooper Charles
Stephenson of Murray apprehended two
subjects wanted in connection with an
alleged attempted robbery yesterday in
Paducah.
Stephenson took the subjects into
custody after stopping them near Stella
about 3:30 p. m. Tuesday. Robert and
Donald Williams, 21 and 23, of Hopkin-
sville, were placed in „ the custody of
Calloway County Sheriff's officials, who
Later turned the pair over to McCracken
County authorities.
Details of the incident were not
available, but Trooper Stephenson said the
--TWO Were being pursued by an officer of the
4'ailVeS County Sheriff's departmeint, when
Stepheqson stopped them
Dr. Harold W. Brown, who will conduct a
"Parasitology Seminar" at Murray State
University Sept. 16-17, is known around the
world for his knowledge of parasitic
diseases,
He will conduct sessions from 7 to 9 p. m.
on each date in the Mason Hall (Nursing
Building) auditorium as part of the new
emphasis on the integration of allied
health offerings into the university's
continuing education program.
.Dr. Brown, now semiretired in Hopkins
County, continues to serve as a visiting
parasitology professor at six medical
schools and to conduct seminars at
colleges and universities both in the United
States and abroad.
His text entitled "Basic Clinical
= pasplmitpavonlisissd'Anitially in  19511
, Is widely flatid
as a basic text for instruction in parasitic
diseases.
Dr. Brown, who earned the M. D. degree
at Vanderbilt University, the Sc. D. degree
in parasitic diseases at Johns Hopkins
University, and the Dr. P. H. degree at
Harvard University, was the head of the
Division of Tropical Medicine at the
Columbia University College of Physicians
and Surgeons from 1943 to 1970. He has
made numerous trips to Korea. Taiwan,
Indonesia, and countries of West Africa to
study tropical diseases and to teach.
His teaching background includes
faculty positions at the Universitiof N.orth a.
Carolina and Duke University.
Ray Dunn, allied health coordinator at
Murray State, said the seminar will
provide physicians, laboratory technicians
and public health nurses with information
that will enable them to contribute to the




Four items are included on the agenda of
the Murray City Council meeting, set for
Thursday at 7:30 p.m., according to Mayor
John Scott.
In addition to the minutes and bills
payable, items include a recommendation
from the Murray Planning Commission
and a date for the next council meeting.
3 Sections — 32 Pages
side the SREB system.
Kentucky does not have a school of
veterinary medicine, and students from
the Commonwealth participate in pro-
grams at other schools.
The report says that several new schools
of veterinary medicine are being con-
structed in other states that will provide
-significantly more student spaces" for
Kentucky students within a short period of
time.
The consultants said that if Kentucky
degedes to establish such a school, they
would recommend locating it at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky.
Murray State University has pushed for
the establishment of a veterinary school in
Kentucky, and wants it on the Murray
campus. The University of Kentucky, on
the other hand, has made no committment
to such a school, but has indicated that if
one is built it should be on the Lexington
campus.
Murray State University President Dr.
Constantine Csiu-ris said this morning that
he will withhold comment on the report
WO- tie-itsix=wn oppoituinty to read the
entire document.
The report says establishing such a
school is not desireable for Kentucky
chiefly because of the substantial, capital.
iSee Vet School, Page 12)
Gallup To Speak
At MSU Thursday
One of the true pulse-keepers of the
nation's changing moods, George Gallup,
Jr., will bring his informative and spon-
taneous views to Murray State University
tomorrow evening at Lovett Auditorium.
The 8 p. m. address' will be presented
free to the public as the first of a series of
George Gallup
events sponsored by the MSU Student
Government Association's Insight-Lecture
Committee.
Gallup, president of the American In-
stitute of Public Opinion and founder of the
widely quoted poll which bears his name,
has appeared on numerous television
specials in the U. S.- as well as Great
Britain. His comments on the 1968
Presidential elections were seen in Brazil
via satellite.
He is a member of several international
public opinion research associations and 15
on the board of directors of the noted
Roper Public Opinion Center.
HONORED BY JAYCEES — Miss Martha Sue McKinney, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John McKinney, 901 Clarkshire, was honored by the Murray Jaycees Tuesday
night. Miss McKinney was chosen as Outstanding Young Kentuckian at the 23rd
annual Kentucky Chamber of Commerce Day luncheon in Louisville last month.
Miss McKinney was valedictorian of her 191 class at Murray High, a member of
the National Honor Society, Quill and Scroll Honor Society, Tiger yearbook co-
editor, and officer in student council, FHA, NFL, French Club, and Tr -Alpha.
and was named most likely to succeed, OUtstanding Senior StudenUtate DAR_
tól[CfliciiXisTaic0-titstan&ng Youth-, and received a presidential wholarship
to Murray Statk. •
- St Photo by I.gclpeliscv •
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Mrs. Edwin Strohecker Presides
At Meeting Of Delta Department
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club opened
the new club year with a dinner
meeting at the club house on





welcomed the group and ex-
pressed anticipation for a
profitable and busy year.
The general second vice-
president of the club, Mrs. Bob
Billington, announced that the
First District fall meeting
would be held at the Murray
Woman's Club House on
Wednesday. October 22.
Renovation of the club house
was discussed by Mrs. Matt
Sparkman, chairman of the
Advisory Council of the general
club.
Announcement was made of
the general meeting on Monday,
September 29, with the Delta
and Alpha Departments serving
as hostesses.
Mrs. Ronald Churchill,
chaplain, gave the devotion
prior to the serving of the
delicious meal.
The tables were attractively
decorated in the Bicentennial
theme using red and white
roses, liberty bells, and
American flags.
Hostesses were Mrs. Eugene
Tarry, Mrs. George Hart, Mrs.
E. B. Howton, Mrs. Thomas
Hogancamp, Miss Lorene
Swann, Miss Vanda Gibson, and
Mrs. Johp B. Watson.
About forty members were
present for the meeting.
Miss Janet Hart, Bride-elect,
Is Complimented With Shower
daisies and baby's breath. Her
mother, Mrs. Floyd Hart, wore
a light green dress with a
corsage of daisies.
Games were directed with the
prize winners being Miss
Zandra Morris, Miss Suzzette
Hughes, and Mrs. Carves
Paschall.
The honoree opened her many
gifts for the guests to view.
Refreshments were served at
the table overlaid with blue
satin under white lace and
centered with a candelabrum
and white daisies with blue
streamers.
Approximately forty persons
were present for the special
prenuptial event.
Miss Janet Hart, September
12th bride-elect of Dennis
Vowell, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned bridal
shower held on Friday, August
22, at 7:30 p. m. at the Com-
munity Room of the First
Federal Savings and Loan
Building.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. J. T. Tid-
well, Mrs. Cody Tidwell, Miss
June Murdock, and Miss Cindy
Hart.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a floor length
yellow dress and was presented








A water-bath canner is a
-large kettle or pot with a cover
and a metal basket, rack or
steam to keep the jars from
touching the bottom or the side
of the pot. The pot should be
deep enough for jars to be
covered with two inches of
water plus space for the water
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Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Wesleyan with
Mrs. Nate Beal at 6:30 p.m.,
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. Max
Whitford and Hannah with Mrs.
Joe Keeslar, both at 7:30 p.m.
National Organization for
Women, Murray Chapter, will
meet at the United Campus
Ministry building at 7:30 p.m.
Murray State Amateur Radio
elub will meet at Ham Shack at
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, September 11
Lecture by George Gallup,
pollster, will be at eight p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: Contemporary with
Phyllis Robinson at ten a.m.,
Dexter at Dexter Community.
Center at 9:30 a.m., Town &
Country with Pat Harcourt at
7:30 p.m., and New Frontier




Women will meet with Mrs.
Thomas Jones at seven p.m.
Murray Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet at
the Murray High School
Cafeteria at 6:30 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92 R. &
A. M., and Murray Council No.
50 R. & S. M. will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Wougat warmed at. ape pam-sa- -
the church.
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at nine a.m, at the
church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Floy
Caldwell at 1:30 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the church
at 1:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m, for senior citizens with Dr.
Dale Broeringmeyer to speak at
10:30 a.m., sack lunch at noon,
and tablegames at one p.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church Women will meet at the
church at 7:30 p. m.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be at 12:30 p.m.
Note change from Friday to
Thursday.
New Concord Senior Citizens
will meet at the home of Mary





Club will meet with Mrs.
Charlie Robertson at 1:30 p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at two p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Women
will meet; at the church at 6:30
p.m. to go to Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly.
Memorial Baptist Church











(mother Willie R.), 109
Chestnut, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Charlotte A. Lamb, Rt.
3, Murray, Gordon R. Dunning,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Linda
Guthrie, 808 N. ljlth., Murray,
Mrs. Lucille M. Charlton Rt. 1
Hazel, Master Brian D. Culp,-
-Mrs. Fern B.
ALsup, 1712 Farmer, Murray, A.
L. Jackson, Rt. 2, Springville,
Tn., Miss Marelle E. Orr, P. 0.
Bx 95, Hazel, Master Douglas J.
Shelton, 911 College Ct.,
Murray, Herchel R. Bryan, Rt.
6, Bx 156, Murray, Kenneth W.
Overcast, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Betty J. Jones, 1312 Kirkwood
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Carol L.
Futrell, 1414 42B Vine, Murray,
Doyce H. Morris, 1626 W. Olive,
Murray, Lottie M. Farris, 417 S.
10th., Murray, Mrs. Vivon 0.
Shelton, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Lana E. Wells, Rt. 3, Murray,
Dr. Hugh L. Houston, Hazel
Rd., Murray, Loman W. Mc-






Master Chad A. Jennings, Rt.
2-Bx 378, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Ann
G. Lassiter, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Mae F. Henry, Hazel, Mrs.
Bessie P. Farrar, 201 Green
Acres, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Eupal
E. Underwood, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Christine Southard, Rt. 7,
Murray, Louise S. Lyons, Rt. I,
Almo, Mrs. Dame G. Hughes
and Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Valdez Deboe, 1908 A
Greenbriar Rd. Murray, Mrs.
Bessie Wadkins, 605 Ellis Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Gracie Smith, Rt.
1, Kirksey, Mrs. Sally H. St.
John, 711 Main St., Murray,
James G. Wilson, New Concord,
Mrs. Bertha Peoples, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Theodore W. O'Bryan,
Rt. 5, Benton, N. G. Towery, 502




B FR "S Diamond SALE!NU 
PURCHASE OR LAY-AWAY ANY GENTS Of LADIES DIAMOND• dump, SOLITAIRE, BRIDAL SET, COCKTAIL RING, WEDDING
BAND, PENDAFfr OR PIERCED EARRING Of S1S0 OR MORE AND
RECEIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE-YOUR 010ICE OF EITHER A BLAZING
GENTS DIAMOND TH TACT OR SPARKLING





OR TIT TACK Ito
TIE TACK sin MANI
STU
BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
AND SAVE TWO WAYS!
HUGE DISCOUNTS ON ALL
DIAMONDS AND A FREE
DIAMOND TIE TACK OR PENDANT
Sfl IN PRECIOUS 14X GOLD
(A 545 VALUE) FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE
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Flossie Snow and Willie




The contestants were judged
on poise, dress, and the way
they answered a question. The
judges were Mrs. Harold
Hopper, Mrs. Dale Spann, and
Mrs. John Gregory.
The winners were William
Etiaidenniel Keg, Queen Contest
Held Here By The Senior &ikons
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Bicentennial
King and Queen contest was
held on Tuesday, August 26, at
the Ellis Community Center.
Kings and Queens from the
various Senior Citizen Centers
in Murray and Calloway County
were: Hazel—Elbert and Lula
Allbritten; North 2nd Street—
Tommie Cavitt and Ardee
Marose ( king) and Flossie Snow
(queen). Alternates are Willie
Emerson and Ardee Riley.
The King and Queen will
represent Murray-Calloway
County at the Jackson Purchase
Bicentennial Senior Citizen
Jamboree King and Queen
contest to be held at Columbus
Belmonte Park on September
12. Other activities of the
Jamboree will be live en-Riley; New Concord—William 
ter by Senior citizensand Ora Marose; Kirksey—
from the various Jackson
Purchase Area groups.
Transportation will be
provided for this event. The cost
for transportation and lunch
will be $6.00. The group will
leave at 9:30 a.m. and return
about six p.m. the same day.
Interested Senior Citizens
should call the Senior Citizen
office at 753-0929 to make
reservations.
Coffee Cup Chatter




have objected to plastic con-
tainers and wraps which would
not deteriorate in nature. These
were helping to pollute our
nation. Well, there now is a
biodegradable plastic soon to be
on the market. It is degradable
and not petroleum based; it is
made using 60Z corn starch
additives. Organisms found in
the soil will break down this new
plastic. Plastic bowls, trays,
utensils, plates and packaging





Unripe fruits should be left to
ripen in open air at room





the kind usually used for
cooking. They are somewhat
larger and milder in flavor than
field-type soybeans, which are
generally used for oil and
commercial flour production.
However, if you've never eaten
soybeans, try some of the field
type as they are more plentiful
in the Purchase Area .and
they're quite good. Soak 
overnightand cook as you do
other dry beans. —Mrs. Maxine
Griffin, Clinton.
+++++
To help keep moisture out of
household fabrics and thus
make them less susceptible to
mold growth, treat them with
water-repellent sprays. Use on
draperies, slipcovers, mat-
tresses, etc. Fungicide products
that can be sprayed on fabrics
to give them mildew protection
are available in low-pressue
SUNDAY BRUNCH




Adapted from a California
restaurateur's recipe.
62 cup golden raisins
1-4 cup medium sherry
k 4 cup orange juice




Soak raisins in the sherry un-
til sherry is absorbed — about
24 hours. Mix with orange juice
and honey. Halve and seed mel-
on; cut out small balls — there
should be about 2 4: cups• add _
raisin mixture and orange see:-
lions; chill. Makes 6 servings.'
aerosol contaViers. Sothe
germicidal, moth-proofing and
water repellent sprays may also
give protection against mildew.
Read labels on the container for
information. In order to have
sufficient chemical on the
fabric for mildew protection,
wet the surface of the fabric
thoroughly with the spray.
Unless the sprayed fabrics are
kept in a closed container, they
should be examined frequently
and resprayed. Clean before
storing. If household textiles
are not treated with a mildew-
resistant finish, be sure to wash
or dryclean them before
storing, as soiled articles are
more likely to mildew than
clean ones. And, unless your
laundry starch contains an
inhibitor, do not leave starch in
fabrics to be stored; molds feed
on starch finishes. —Mrs.
Mildred W. Potts, LaCenter.
+++++
Suds up to the brim may not
guarantee a clean family wash.
A "just right" amount of
detergent is what's needed to
get clothes clean. Your best
detergent guide is the care and
instruction book which comes
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Gitis Kicky New -Latigo-
Oxford. Blue Of Brown. Our
Regular $5.97. Sizes 81/2-4.
SAVE $1.20 , •
Our S3.97. Men's, Boys'fii-top
or to-cas Athletic Shoes. White
Black Gold or Navu Men's

















Ends Saturday Sept. 13
Prices Reduced Even Greater
New Shipments
Have Arrived
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Gramps Shies from
Kin's Skin Show
By Abigail Van Buren
0 11176 by Chicago TrIbishii-N V. Nowa Svid ,
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 72-year-old man. Two weeks agowhen I went to my son's house, his wife greeted me at thedoor topless!
She said my son was not home, and she stood theresmiling, then asked me to come in and have a cup of coffee. Ididn't know what to do, so I just kept looking her in the faceand told her I just remembered I had to meet a fellow in afew minutes. Then, I left fast.
I said nothing about this to my son or anybody else, butyesterday my son asked me to meet him at his house.When I got there, his wife greeted me at the door withabsolutely nothing on! I told her I left some tools in my carand then I got into my car and drove straight home.Abby, I don't think I can ever look that girl in the faceagain. I hate to tell my son, but if his wife acts like this withme, I am afraid she acts this way with others.
Should I tell my son or just forget about it?
NAME WITHHELD
DEAR NAME: Tell your son. His wife is in need ofpsychiatric help—and the sooner, the better.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I were married eightmonths ago. When I mailed the wedding invitations to hisrelatives who all live out of state, I enclosed a little noteinside, which read, "Money would be the gift mostappreciated."
The main reason I did it was to avoid duplications of giftsand to nave them postage on the gift. I was only trying to dothem a favor, but I got a lot of criticism for it.Was that wrong? And if so, why?
MEANT WELL
DEAR MEANT: I think you were wrong. An invitationto a wedding should be just that—an "invitation." Toexpress one's preference in a gift indicates that a gift isexpected. And even more presumptuous is the request formoney. A gift is • gift—not an obligation.
DEAR ABBY: Stick to your guns You are right.Nowhere in the Bible does it say that Jesus had long hair.However, your correspondent referred to Jesus as aNazarite! He is wrong. A Nazarite was a member of a sectwhose male members took a vow never to cut their hair,shave their beards, drink wine or touch a dead body.Jesus was NOT a Nazarite— he was a Nazarene, whichmeans he came from the city of Nazareth. Jesus drank wine,touched the dead, cut his hair and shaved his face. Justkeeping the record straight in...
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personalreply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069Enclose atilkaped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132_Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a




Its simply magic, the way this
soft sandal turns an everyday
wardrobe into something spe-
cial! Watch how the snappy
sling sets off pants...and the
open toe creates a soft effect
for skirts and dresses. That's a









Marine Family Reunion Is Held
On Sunday At Murray City Park
The Marine Family Reunion
was held Sunday, August 31, at
the Murray City Park.
Attending from out of town
were Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Benenate and son, Tim, Peggy
Benenate, and Jim Brown,
Detroit, Mich.; Charles Marine,
Mt. Airy, Md.; Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Bazzell and children,
Julie and Joey, McMinnville,
Tenn.
Area persons attending were
Mrs. Suzanne Thompson and
children, Dena and Jay, Mr.
and Mrs. Derrel Wilson and
children, Lisa and Mike, Hazel;
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Boaz,
Sedalia; Mrs. Addie Marine,
Mr. and Mrs. James Potts, Mr.
and Mrs. Clay Marine, Kirksey ;
Mr. and Mrs. Don Marine and
children, Michelle and Marcy.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hasty and
daughter, Michele, Mr. and
Mrs. Tracy Carpenter, Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Potts and children,
John Mark and David, Mr. and
Mrs. Keith Hays and children,
Vonnie Sue and Chris, Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Lovett and children,
Wendy and Stephen, Mrs.
Georgia Adams and children,
Chuck and Scott, Mrs. Angie
Marine, Miss Robbie Marine,
Mrs. Mildred Myers, Jim
Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Bazzell and son, Charlie, Edwin
Greenfield, Mr. and Mrs. James
Payne, Mr. and Mrs. Ogie
Greenfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Huston Bass, all of Murray.
Sinking Spring Baptist Women
Observe Week Prayer Program
The Baptist Women of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
observed the week of prayer for
state missions with a meeting at
the church on Monday, Sep-
tember 8, at 7:30 p. m.
"Speak Ye To Kentucky" was
the theme of the program with
Mrs. James Owens as the
leader.
Mrs. Raymond Crawford led
the opening prayer and Mrs.
Harding Galloway led the group
in singing "Open Mine Eyes"
with Mrs. hill Collins at the
piano.
Those on program were Mrs.
Harding Galloway, Mrs.
Lawson Williamson, Mrs.
Bobby Stark, Mrs. Bill Collins,
Mrs. James Kuykendall, Mrs.
Ernest Turner, and Mrs.
Ronald Lockhart. Mrs. L. D.
Warren read the calendar of
prayer, and Mrs. Billy Paschall






Mrs. Rupert Parks Gives
Program For Group -II Meet •
Group II of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church met in
the home of Mrs. Gatlin Clopton
on Tuesday, September 2, at
two p.m.
Mrs. A. B. Austin, group
chairman, presided and opened
the meeting by leading the
group in repeating the
fellowship prayer. Mrs. Guthrie
Churchill, secretary-treasurer,
read the minutes.
Mrs. Clyde Jones introduced
the speaker, Mrs. Rupert
Flint Girls
Hold Meeting
The Girls in Action of the
Flint Baptist Church met
Wednesday, September 3, at the





treasurer; Lori Bailey, vice-
president and song and game
leader.
The group meets each first
Wednesday night of the month
at the church and the second
Saturday of the month at the







Baby Girl Adams (mother
Genevieve), 1727 Farmer,
Murray, Baby Girl Foster
(mother Yvette). 305 Pine,
Murray, Baby Boy Binford
(mother Patricia), Rt. 5,
Murray, Baby Boy Darnell
(mother Brenda), 1503 Oak,
Benton, Baby Girl Holt (mother
Tammy), Rt. 4, Benton.
DISMISSALS
J. B. Wilson, Rt. 1-Bx 203,
Murray, Miss Angela D. Trees,
109W. 1st., Benton, Mrs. Lois C.
Wilson, 508 N. 7th., Murray,
Mrs. Barbara L. Teasley, Rt. 6,
Benton, Benny Hicks, Rt. 3,






Parks, who made an interesting
talk on "Faith In Action," based
on the book of James. Mrs.
Austin read the poem,
"Obligation of Friendship," by
Edgar A. Guest.
The meeting was closed with
the CWF benediction and
refreshments were served to
the sixteen members present by
Mrs. Clopton, assisted by Mrs.





The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held a family
picnic at Irvin Cobb Resort on
Sunday afternoon, August 29.
Each member brought the
meal for her own family.
Desserts were combined and
enjoyed by the group.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Brandon and son,
Scott, Miss Beverly Brittain,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Conley and
children, Kela and Karrie, Mrs.
Linda Fain, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Fox, Mrs. Marsha
Horton and daughter, Carrie,
Mr. and Mrs. James
Lichtenegger and children,
Charlotte and Micheal, Mr. and
Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt, Mr. and
Mrs. Andy Rogers and children,
Greg -and Lori, Mrs. Joretta
Randolph and children, David
and Denise, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Stubblefield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Vaughn and children,
Scotty and Jamie.
EAT COOL
As summer continues with its
high humidity, keep your cool
with dairy foods. You can eat
them without cooking: a slice or
a wedge of cheese on a piece of
bread and butter; a scoop of
cottage cheese with fresh fruits
or berries and fruit-flavored or
sundae style yogurts as
dressing; a glass of ice cold
milk; a scoop or two of ice
cream in an eye-boggling array
of flavors. If it doesn't need
cooking, it saves energy as well
as food.
307 N. 4th Thomas II 75•ICS4















c> Knitting & Crochet Yarns in Wool a, Acrylic
Crewel Embroidery Cross Stitch Quilts
c> _Cross Stitch Nook Rugs
- _Painted Needle Point & Afghan Kits
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11,1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. •21 to Apr. 20) IYIA
Some unexpected changes
indicated. Do not be dismayed.
They should prove beneficial in




( Apr. 21 to May 21) 4:14 ?
You should encounter few
obstacles now, but be on guard
against "Lttle" errors, miscal-
culations.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 1141051.-
Keeps things moving, and
with well-planned design. A
"wait and see" attitude could
only stifle enthusiasm on this
somewhat problematic day.
CANCER
t June 22 to July 23) 413e)
Stellar influences indicate a
day of successful moves and
plans, but all will require know-
how, diligence and painstaking
care. Don't launch into un-
charted seas.
LEO
f July 24 to Aug. 23)
Double-check plans. Work out
business deals, all agreements
with deliberation, ascertaining
facts beforehand. Attainments




. (Aug. 24-to Sept. 231 NP_
.--17-7taalogar; could have its siz-f
zling moments. You will do well
to maintain an even, systematic,
pace and procedure, no matter
























f Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A situation out of the Past
may resurface and you may
have to deal again with a
problem you considered solved




Sizes 71,2 to 12
anxious. You will emerge a
stronger person.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Certain members of the
family may seem to be
hypersensitive, on the brink of
serious rifts. Try to smooth out
their differences -- but with the
utmost diplomacy.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Day could find you the
recipient of some special
recognition, perhaps a gift or
bonus of some kind. Whatever,
there is definite public reaction
to your efforts
CAPRICORN—
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Mixed influences. Day calls
for your stamina, stick-to-
itiveness, good will and ability
to help yourself and others out
of undesirable situations.
AQUARIUS




You may be able to put over a
good deal, conclude a profitable
agreement. At least, steps
toward such ends can be
initiated. But don't press;
maneuver cautiously.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XQ'
Launching into uncharted
seas may take you further than
expected, into waters too deep
for comfort. Check before going
, beyond your depth.- _ _ •-
•' " -
YOU BORN TODAY are a
. highly agable individual who
makes mliny friends in life
and keeps them. You have a
delightful sense of humor and
are insatiable in your quest for
knowledge. Endowed with a gift
for words, you would make an
outstanding writer. Brilliant in
argument and debate, you could







PREVIEW NIGHT i 400)q,Ftt.,:i,
at Brownfields
Come In Let's Get Acquainted
Come in and see our




*Lingerie *Dresses *Pant Suits
*Coats *Blouses *Sweaters
*Lingerie *Dresses *Pant Suits
*Blouses *Coats *Sweaters
for Misses and Juniors
10% off on all merchandise
from 4 to 9 p.m.
This Thursday Hite Only_
ASK ABOUT OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
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There is a growing distrust and
uspicion of government and
:those in government at all levels.
There is an increasing disin-
terest in government. This
development is seen at almost all
levels of society...
It is seen in the fact that an
astonishing number of people not
only do not know the names of
f.heir U. S. senators, but how
rtnany represent them in the upper
,',0amber of Congress...
I It is seen, too, in the fact that so
tolany Americans hold members
itif Congress in lower esteem than
:.others in the professions and other
ijob categories...
. Wild government spending,
:fraud and abuse of welfare
4rograms, too much government
terference in the lives of people,
probably all are factors in
lowering people's confidence in
government.
Many people don't believe that
government has all the answers
or has the ability to provide
solutions to society's problems...
People obviously are seeking an-
swers, seeking leadership from
their elected officials. Many of
these elected officials are
following instead of leading...
What obviously are seeking an-
swers, seeking leadership from
their elected officials. Many of
these elected officials are
following instead of leading...
What are our leaders doing to
restore confidence and integrity
in government? Only they, from
top to bottom, can dispel, by





Have you heard the one about
he Polish manufacturer, who
:Shipped golf carts across the
'Atlantic to the United States and
:sold them there at a lower price
•„'lhan he charged in Poland.
No, this is not an ethnic joke.
•:"he U. S. Treasury has ruled that
s',.•Polish golf carts are being dum-
ped on the U. S. market. We never
knew there was a market for elec-
N•
;-tric golf carts behind the iron cur-
tain, but there must be. How else
could the Treasury Department
determine that the carts were
being sold cheaper here than
there?
Perhaps the Poles have
developed a better use for the golf
cart than the Americans have.
Come to think of it, if the price of
gasoline goes much higher, the
electric golf cart might not be a
bad substitute for the family car.
-Charleston (S.C.) Evening Post
Travel Time
Summer is vacation and travel
Uime and wouldn't it be much bet-
er if all of the countries of the
:.:Vorld were as friendly as the
Aravel folders say they are. A
ilriend, incidentally, defines a
:itravel agency as roam service.
One of our staffers (female
;:division) has returned from a
:Journey to the mountain resorts of
Tennessee and North Carolina
, and reports the tourists are so
;thick they are getting into each
others snapshots.4- Another staffer, a bachelor,tar
gra&_
gUneas y Street
The trouble with humanity is
t's caught between pride of an-..






An ad man representing a fountain pen
.company, sent one of the pens to Ernest
:fiemingway and, in an accompanying
:letter, offered the novelist a sizable fee to
:appear in an advertisement endorsing the
•product. Hemingway, not interested, did
'1;bot answer, figuring that would end the, •
• matter. But a few weeks later, he received
:another letter, in which the offer was
repeated. This time he replixl, "I would
:have written to you sooner," he explained,
''but I 'couldn't get your pen to write."
(Milwaukee Journal)
); Charlotte, North Carolina—Gilbert
lordan, a 21,year old fire alarm salesman
14airued the world rocking record. Friday,
pnd then kept on rocking. "This has been
hardest thing I have ever done,"
-44orman said, after claiming the record of
207 hours and seven minutes at 5:31 a. m.
Friday. Nordan began rocking as part of a
-:ear dealer's sales promotion. Frank was
allowed to rest every hour.
says he'd like to spend his
vacation resting quietly in the
shade of a beautiful blonde.
New York City is called the Big
Apple and, as anyone who keeps
up with the news knows, it has had
its troubles. One Maconite, who
usually goes to New York an-
nually for Broadway shows and
other entertainment, says she
isn't going this year: "The Big
Apple is about down to the core."
-Joseph B. Parham, Editor's Column
Macon (Ga.) News
10 Years Ago
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Commission at a special call meeting
yesterday appointed Robert 0. Wilson as
new administrator of the hospital and
released William Scofield who had
previously been appointed by the board.
John W. Buchanan who has been em-
ployed by the city for forty years, most of
the time with the Murray Water and Sewer
System, was honored by the City Council
with a resolution naming the new million
gallon water reservoir and treatment
plant, 'The John W. Buchanan Water
Treatment Plant."
Deaths reported included Willie
Boggess, age 87, Mrs. Robbie Smith, Mrs.
Florence Susie Duncan, age 90, and Ocus
D. Kimbro, age 79.
Harold W. Lewis, son of Mrs. Katherine
Lewis of Murray, is serving with the
United States Navy at Davisville, Rhode
Island.
90 Years Ago
The Jury list for the next term of
Calloway Circuit Court has been released
by Sheriff Brigham Futrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wood and Mrs. T.
H. Clack are pictured with their prizes
they won in the Ledger & Times Fishing
Contest.
The Murray High School Tigers lost
their first football game of the year to the
Russellville Panthers.
Miss Bettie Jane Lassiter and Kernie
Leon Bailey were married September 3 at
the Hazel Baptist Church.
Officers of the Senior Class of Lynn
Grove High School are Prentice Darnell,
Suggested recession ad: Buy, buy, use -Glen Cochr —Jeanne Williams, Bobby
--nur lay-awake—plan. Any credit card ae- —Fain, and Bobb Xelso. Raymond Story is




United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE REGULATORY MANIA
Paul McKalip, editor of the Tucson,
Ariz., Daily Citizen, is a newspaperman
who is concerned about burgeoning
bureaucracy and shrinking self-reliance in
America. He is alarmed about the extent
of federal interference with private
decision-making.
The other day his concern was expressed
in a characteristically outspoken column
captioned "Someone Needs To Say It." His
comments were prompted by what he
referred to as "resentment at the insistent
eagerness of government regulators to act
for Americans, as though they couldn't
think for themselves."
Mr. McKalip has generously allowed me
to reprint portions of his column. This is
what he said:
"The fuse was lighted by a couple of
unrelated items on the AP news wire the
other day.
"From Salt Lake City came the report
that a 71-year-old man who had begun a
1,200-mile bicycle trip suffered a fatal
heart attack only hours after the start. He
was pumping his bike up a hill when
stricken.
"From Washington, D. C., came the
latest blast from the Federal Trade
Commission against cigarette companies
because they are not putting the surgeon
general's warning about-stnoking in large
enough type.
"Now I submit that there can hardly be a
man, woman or child in this free country of
ours who by now is not informed and
aware that cigarette smoking 'is
dangerous to your health.' Nevertheless,
the FTC with all the self-righteous im-
perative of what someone has labeled
'pointy-headed' bureaucrats, keeps
hammering away.
"I have to wonder how many of them
there are in the FTC's cigarette com-
pliance department, determinedly
protecting us from ourselves ,at, our ex-
pense as taxpayers.
"At the same time, why isn't there a
regulation, and a department either in
FTC or HEW ( Health, Education and
Welfare) to enforce it, that requires
bicycles to carry warning labels' They
could read: 'If you are more than X years
of age, riding this bicycle is dangerous to
your health.'
"Wouldn't you say .that anyone with
common sense should know better than to
start doing something at an advanced age
Today In History
Thx Pr••••
Today is Thursday, Sept. 11, the 254th
day of 1975. There are 111 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1609, the English ex-
plorer, Henry Hudson, discovered the
island of Manhattan.
On this date ...
In 1677, Maine passed the first law again-
st liquor in the American colonies.
In 1777, forces under Gen. George
Washington were defeated by the British
in the Battle of Brandywine near Wil-
mington, Del.
In 1814, an American fleet scored a
decisive victory over the British in the Bat-
tle of Lake Champlain in the War of 1812.
In 1850, the "Swedish Nightingale," Jen-
ny Lind, gave her first concert in the
United States at Castle Garden in New
York City.
In 1940, Prime Minister Winston Chur-
chill told the British to be prepared for an
attempted German invasion.
In 1963, 86 years of segregation ended at
the University of South Carolina with the
enrollment of three blacks.
Ten years ago: In a week of bitter
fighting south of the Danang air base in
South Vietnam, U.S. and South Viet-
namese forces killed more than 300
guerrillas.
Five years ago: President Richard M.
Nixon ordered the use of armed govern-
ment guards on international and do-
mestic flights to prevent hijackings.
One year ago: Sixty-nine persons were
killed when an Eastern Airlines DC-9 jet
crashed into the woods while attempting a
landing at Charlotte, N.C.
Today's birthdays: President Ferdinand
Marcos of the Philippines is 58 years old.
Pro football coach Tom Landry is 51.
Thought for today: Most folks are about
as happy as they make up their minds to
be. — Abraham Lincoln.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, a French agent, Caron
Beaumarchais, said Americans were
determined to undergo every sacrifice
rather than yield their traditional rights.
Bible Thought
Let every.soul be subject unto
the higher powers...Romans 13:1.
Sometimes great good has.come_
through_ being enslaved and
subject to a higher power.
HARRIGAN
that involves extreme physical effort?
"Why not a sticker on the windshield of
every automobile? Warn us that driving it
too fast 'is dangerous to your health.'
"No, instead, the Nader psychosis that
gripped our benevolent bureaucrats had us
forced to wear seat belts and then shoulder
straps until the majority of the motoring
public showed its disapproval by disuse.
Sure, there are those who comply volun-
tarily and that's their business, too.
"Speaking of automobiles, let's talk
about liquor. If there is one thing the public
knows as much as it knows that cigarettes
are harmful, it is that drinking and driving
makes a dangerous combination. Why
doesn't the FTC demand that skull-and-
cross-bones be printed on the label of
every bottle of hard liquor and in every
liquor ad?
"The story of alcohol's devastating, and
frequently death dealing, effects on our
society is a continuing 'story that we
chronicle regularly. But, for some reason,
neither society nor its bureaucratic
protectors want to attck that one too
seriously.
"While it is not permitted to advertise
cigarettes or hard liquor on televsion, beer
and wine flow in glamorous, exciting,
inviting little one-minute dramas on the
tube. The- cigarettes —and liquor ads find
their places in print and on billboards and
the press from time to time is attacked for
publishing those.
"Remember when the regulators
decided that cyclamates were bad for us?
Then the regulators decided that
cyclamates were all right, after all.
"Lately all those aerosol cans are giving
another group of Washington bureaucrats
fits. The cans came close to being banned
last week, whether or not you like them for
shaving cream and for plant spray.
"Because some of our greatest golf pros
were nearly killed by lightning recently,
look for your next set of clubs to carry a
warning. 'If used during a thunderstorm,
this club could be dangerous to your
health . '
"The fact is that life has been a hazar-
dous journy for the human species since
our species began. It is just as hazardous
today, though in different ways, as it was
when our pioneers came west by wagon
train and wrested Arizona from the
Apaches. Life will always be hazardous."
Someone needed to say that. Ideally,
every thinking American should be con-
cerned and outspoken about federal
regulators who attempt to make personal
decisions for the American people. In the
absence of a groundswell of concern and
protest, it is cherring to a former
president of the National Conference of
Editorial Writers speak out against a
society of maximum regulation.
Letter To The Editor
Parking
Dear Editor:
Date: September 5, 1975, roughly bet-
ween the hours of 7:30 and 11:30 a. m.
Place: Fourth Street, Murray, Ky.
I received a parking ticket for five
dollars.
No, this is not the first time I've received
a parking ticket. And yes, I do understand
the city ordinance on parking. But is the
parking ordinance right?
My opinion is: No!!!
I see no reason or purpose in receiving a
five dollar parking ticket for parking my
car, getting out and going to work._ My
upbringing has been to do what is right, be
fair and honest and use my own judgment.
I, as a citizen of Murray, Calloway
Ticket
County, Kentucky and the United States
say no! I could park my car from one to
three blocks away and walk to work, and of
course, pay rent on that space.
I work six days a week, pay all my bills,
buy all my city and state stickers, pay
taxes and recieve a parking ticket for
being at work to make the money to do all
these things.
I know there are those that agree and
disagree with my opinion. I have no
solution to my problem. I have only my
ideas and own viewpoints.
I want to belair. Is this form of taxation
fair?
'Janette Burkeen
No. 61 Riviera Courts.
IllEARTLIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer questions and solve problems—fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLLNE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio, 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I am 68 and my wife is 67. Itis
difficult to survive on our limited income
and it is getting to the point that we must
choose between eating or taking the
medicine that our doctor has instructed us
to take. With the high cost of food and
medicine we can not afford both. Our
problem probably will not last long since
doing without either one will kill us. Telt
me, are our elected officials in Washington
doing anything about drug coverage? —
Mr. Desperate
Answer: Bill S. 1312, introduced by Sen.
Gaylord Nelson, D-Wisc., would amend the
F.D.A. Act to place restrictions on the
retail price of certain prescription drugs to
protect the public against excessivelyligh
prices.
Also, S. 440, introduced by Sen. Dick
Clark, D-Iowa, along with a similar bill
introduced in the house by Rep. Spark M.
Matsunaga, D-Hawaii, would amend the
Medicare law to include out-of-hospital
prescription drug coverage, consolidate
the two-part Medicare program and
eliminate all premiums and co-insurance
payments fromAdedicare. _
Heartline also suggests that, in the
meantime, contact your public assistance
or welfare office for information about
food stamps and Medicaid ( for medical
assistance, including drugs.)
Heartline: My mother is receiving
supplemental payments. She just went into
a hospital for an extended stay. Will this
affect her supplemental security income
payments? —S.F.
Answer: It may. This should be reported
immediately to your Social Security office.
The exact effect depends on the type of
institution and how long she stays there.
Heartline gives you helpful information
in the free leaflet, "Three Basic Types of
Health Insurance." For your copy, send a
long, stamped, self-addressed envelope
with your request to Heartline, 8514 N.
Main St., Dept. 2, Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
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The Family Lawyer
Hard Luck At The Fair
Mabel chose exactly the wrong
instant to walk past the "DUNK
THE CLOWN" booth at the
county fair. A baseball, tossed at
the target, sailed outside the
booth and struck her in the back.
,Painfully bruised, Mabel de-
termined to claim damages from
the management of the fair.
"All they had arourcd this booth
was a low fence," she pointed out
in the courtroom. 'That was no
protection at all against a wild
pitch. They should have had a
screen or netting of some kind."
The court decided that Mabel
had a legitimate complaint and
was entitled to compensation. Bad
throws by amateurs, said the
court, were common enough for
the management to foresee this
kind of an accident and guard
against it.
Proprietors of a fair are legally
obliged to operate their amuse-
ment zone with due regard for the
public safety. Furthermore, they
must keep their facilities in good
repair.
In another fairgrounds case, a
youth approached the entrance to
a scooter ride. But as he opened
the gate it came loose from its
hinges and fell on his feot.
Here too the victim won darn. 
agesin court. Evidence showed
that employees of the fair had
failed to make regular inspections
of the gate to see if it was in
proper working order.
On the other hand, some mis-
haps fall into the "pure accident"
category—hence cannot be laid
at the door of the management
At another ball-tossing booth a
woman onlooker edged up be-
hind a man getting ready to throw.
As he wound up he unwittingly
bumped his fist against her nose
This time, a court could find no
basis for liability. The court said
the management could not be ex-
pected to take precautions against
a danger that was so plain for all
to' see.
A public service feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar Association.
Let's Stay Well 
Child Abuse Increasing
Child abuse is increasing at a
rapid rate. While improved re-
porting of such cases accounts
for some of the increaser the ac-
tual number of cases of this
tragic crime is rising sharply.'
According to Behroce Akbar-
ma, M.D., of the Department of
Orthopedic Surgery at Albany
Medical School, reporting at a
recent meeting of eic American
Medical Association. the in-
crease Vi child abuse in New
York Stiate has been 30-fold in
the last five years. He views
child abuse as primarily a dis-
ease of civilization, noting that
mistreatment of child, en is
much less common in so-called
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
shelter. Withholding love and The police, welfare agencies,
affection is a common form of the churches, and voluntary
child abuse ilS well as openly groups (such as Parents
blaming the child for lack of Anonymous) are working to try
satisfaction in some aspect of the to help parents in their relation-
life of one parent or both. ships with their children.
Toe popular conception that
child abuse almost always oc- Q. Mrs. C. A. wants an, 
curs
-
 among the poor and in cer- planation of astigmatism.
Lain races is falacious. The study
carried out by the New York in-
s. esti ga tors revealed that
mistreatment of children took
place about equz.ily among all
classes and raCes. •
Evidence uncovered in the
study points to family break-
down as a contributing factor,
with more abuse associated with
A. Astigmatism as a defect of
vision that may be present in one
or both eyes. Cause of the trouble
is an uneven surface of the eye-
ball, mainly in the cornea, the
clear, front portion of the eye.
When part of the field of vision is
brought into focus by the lens of
the eye, other parts of the field
underdeveloped nations_ alcoholism, family strife and are out of focus. Accurately
--Abuse-ts Ftel- filways-polywcal. ,xn,tu, titirmpluyfnent and 'teelltifeers'erirrectiht" dekervr
hut may-vonstse of-slarious-kinds, -doe* ifsaerstessy-z-the-iatirr- tenig—that-all- parts-el thefteiel of visinn -
of neglect by failing to provide moretIpatenr in an into focus at, the satO
adequate food, clothing and 'thisiriali7.i1 xocietv time.
BLASINGAME
Q: Mr. E. Y. asks for sugges-
tions about slowing the aging
process_
A: No way exists to find the
fountain of youth or to be certain
that the aging process is slowed
The good fortune of having an-
cestors who lived king lives is
somewhat reassuring Regular
exercise adjusted to your age
level that elevates the pulse to
120 to 140 beats per minute for 5
to 10 minutes is helpful. (Don't
start such exercise without a
! physical checkup.) Keep your
weight within normal limits
Keep your diet low in fats.
tnpeeially those coming from
aotaia.14,--lanstette--ttse--ei
alcabolanti•tobaeco.-tiatetsfiare-
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r, Frozen Foods 171
rosty Acres Crinkle Cut French
FRIES 24 oz. Bog 494
Pepperidge Farm Layer


















MILK Toll Can 294
Pride of Illinois Yellow
Cream Style or Whole Kernel








COOKIES Sugar Cookies-Iced Oatmeal 594
Folgers
Johnson: Coupon



















ALMOST FINISHED—me new "Windows" st East Tennessee State University is just about finished. The
Svcs will play their first game in the beautiful facility October 11 when they host Appalachian State.




By FRED ROTHENBERG .
AP Sports Writer -
ft's been a fruStritiiik season
for Steve Carlton, the National
League Cy Young Award win-
ner in 1972 but now a less-than
.500 pitcher.
When his pitching record 14=s--
up Carlton was up, but when
his pitching tell on hard times,
he was down, often hiding from
reporters in the off-limit
trainer's room or telling in-
terviewers "I'm not talking this
week."
The bouncy, happy-go-lucky
Carlton, the cover boy of 1912,
returned to Philadelphia Tues-
day night, and he was once
again an open book.
"I've been pain free for the
last three or four games," said
the big left-hander, who pitched
and batted the Philadelphia
Phillies back into the pennant
picture with a six-hit, 6-2 victo-
ry over the St. Louis Cardinals.
"I've been raring back and
throwing the ball. I don't have
to finesse, and it makes a dif-
ference."
Elsewhere in the NL, the Chi-
cago Cubs nipped the Pirates 6-
5: the Montreal Expos edged
the New York Mets 2-1 in 16
innings; the San Diego Padres
pounded the Cincinnati 'Reds 11-
2-, the Los Angeles Dodgers
tripped the San Francisco Gi-
ants 8-3, and the Atlanta
Braves beat the Houston Astros
--
Cubs 6, Pirates 5
The Cubs had slowed Pit-
tsburgh's pennant express but
Chicago Manager Jim Marshall
expects the derailment to be
only temporary.
"The Pirates to me look
about the same as they did last
year," Marshall said, "and
they won it last year.
Andy Thornton rapped his
15th homer, then smacked a
tie-breaking single to lead Chi-
cago past Pittsburgh. Bill Bon-
Xrusn :In: relief pitcher Paul
combined for a seven-
hitter against the Pirates, who
made three errors and allowed
four unearned runs.
Padres 11, Reds 2
The Reds may be kings of the
NL West but the Padres
weren't letting them rest on
their laurels. Willie McCovey
drove in four runs and left-
hander Rich Folkers fired a
three-hitter to bring the Reds
down to earth.
-Dodgers 8, Giants 3
Lee Lacy's tie-breaking
single in the eighth inning-
touched off a five-run rally,
giving the Dodgers a victory
that pulled them 6 games ahead
of the third-place Giants.
Braves 4, Astros 1
Home runs from Marty Per-
ez, Mike Lum and Dave May of
the Atlanta Braves powered
rookie right-hander Adrian De-
vine to his first victory of the
season. Devine was summoned
last week from the Braves
Richmond, Va., farm club.
Expos 2, Mets 1
Jim Dwyer's single and Mike
Jorgensen's run-scoring double
in the 10th inning sent the
faltering Mets to theirs Vfth
-ptraight loss. The Meta-, who
were part of the NL East
pennant race a week ago before
losing two of three to the
Pirates, are now nine games
out.
OCEANPORT, N.J. — Our
Hermis, $8.60, beat Artists's
Pride by three lengths to take
the Monmouth Park feature.
Sooners Favored But
Irish Picked To Lose
By HEftSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Can
what happened to Alabama
happen to Oklahoma?
Has Missouri's Impressive 20-
7 thumping of Alabama, in
which the Tigers completely
shut down the Crimson Tide's
heralded Wishbone running
attack, given new hope to ha-
rassed opponents of the ground-
gobbling offense?
"After watching Missouri
play, we might reevaluate our
Wishbone thinking," said Coach
Carl Selmer of Miami of Flori-
da. "Missouri put eight people
up there and generally de-
stroyed Alabama's blocking
scheme. Your uffennive linemen
have to be generally sound in
blocking technique because the
eight-man defensive line, by
odd spacing, disrupts blocking
assignments."
Oklahoma, whose Wishbone is
more explosive than anyone
else's, begins defense of its na-
tional championship Saturday
against Oregon, a team trying
to bounce back from a 2-9 sea-
son. The Ducks will bounce
back, all right, and they'll keep
bouncingm..back and back and
back. Oklahoma 49-14.
The opening week of the cam-
paign produced a 17-5
forecasting record with one tie
for a percentage of .773.
Sixteen members of The As-
sociated Press Top Twenty will
be in. action this weekend; all
except fifth-ranked Misiouri,
No. 13 Alabama, No. 17 Arizona
and,..No. 18 Pitt.
Michigan at Wisconsin: The
Wolverines barely edged Wis-
consin 24-20 last year. and
they'll barely edge them again.
Michigan 17-14.
Ohio State at Michigan State:
Ohio State didn't edge Michigan
State last year. In fact, the
Buckeyes bowed to the Spar-
tans 16-13 for 'their only regu-
lar-season blemish. Woody
iayes wouldn't want revenge,'
Nould he? Ohio State 20-10.
Duke at Southern California:
John McKay says the Trojans
are a year away from great-
ness. That's great for Duke.
Southern Cal 30-12.
Louisiana State at Nebraska:
The only other time these
teams met was in the 1971 Or-
ange Bowl. Nebraska won 7-12
and nailed down the first of two
straight national cham-
pionships. Nebraska 28-14.
Meruphis State at Auburn:
The Tigers want to make Shug
Jordan's last season one to re-
member. War Eagle! Auburn
24-0.
Mississippi at Texas A&M:
Last weekend, Ole Miss trav-
eled to Waco, Texrn, and lost to
Baylor. This time, the Rebels
travel to College Station, Tex.,
to lose to Texas /ULM 35-7.
:Notre Dame at Boston Col-
lege: These teams have never
met before, although the late
Frank Leahy coached at both
schools. The Era of Ara is over
at Notre Dame and it remains
to be seen how fine, is Dan
Devine. Upset- Special -of the
Week...Boxton College 14-13. .40scar Reed to Atlanta for a
Stanford at Penn State: The 1976 draft choice.
Nittany Lions squeaked past
Temple last week 26-25. Joe
Paterno's teams tend to get
better. Penn State 21-7.
Colorado State at Texas:
Darrell Royal wanted to go lis-
ten to guitar-pickers but the
football season got in the way.
Texas 35-21.
Maryland at Tennessee: A
rematch of last year's Liberty
Bowl, which Tennessee won 7-3.
A new year and a
deal.. Maryland 17-16.
Fired As Coach
.PITTSBURGH (AP.il — Vic
Edwards, fired as coach of the
World Team Tennis champion
Pittsburgh Triangles, has de-
nied a personality clash existed
between him and his players.
Owner Frank Fuhrer dis-
missed Edwards on Tuesday,
saying it was "impossible to
bring him back and retain hard
mony on the team."
Edwards, meanwhile, said he
was somewhat surprised by the
move since he had discussed a
contract with Fuhrer the day
before.
Fuhr mentioned "certain dif-
ficulties," Edwards said in a
telephone interview. "But natu-
rally I'm wondering why I'd be





The Minnesota Vikings of the
National Football League
traded veteran running back
INSIDE VIEW—This is the way the new "minidome" at East Tennessee looked a few weeks op. The size
of the stadium is very deceiving because a wide-le lens was used in taking the picture. Murray State
will play the third game ever in the stadium when limy Assaf Ithe Bees October 25.



























Solid steel rece'ver tapped for scope mounts. Five popular
calibers. Three rings of steel strength around the cartridge
head. Du Pont scratch-resistant RK-W wood finish. Recoil
absorbing design. Distinctive secure-grip checkering. Posi-
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Longhorns' Campbell
Looks For Better Year
AUSTIN, Texas (AP)—
Texas' Earl Campbell is a
Bible-carrying bulldozer who
gained 928 yards rushing as a
freshman but seems to think he
can do even better this year.
"I'm anxiou4.to get started,"
says Campbell. "I'm planning
on giving 100 per cent. You have
to hold on to the ball, hit the hole
and stay alert."
-Texas opens its season Satur-
day night here against Coloralo
State University, and Campbell
at 6 feet 1 and 225 pounds is
the fastest back on the team
and key to Texas Wishbone-T
offense.
His goal is professional foct-
ball, where three of his idols
play Calvin Hill—"I like his
style"—Larry Csonita—"I like
the way he runs over people"
and Franco Harris-"I like his
moves.''
•I want to make it as a foot-
ball player so I can help take
.are of my family and after
they are taken care of, maybe I
can be of help to some who are
less fortunate than I," Camp-
bell says.
For those who marvel at his
football talents, Campbell says,
"I try each night to read the
Bible and I say my prayers.
People wonder how I get out
there and run like I do. On
game days especially on game
daysn I sit on the bench, I put
on that uniform, and I say a
prayer."
TENNIS
PITTSBURGH — Vic Ed-
wards, coach of the champion
Pittsburgh Triangles of World
Team Tennis, was unexpectedly
fired.
Mayfield Ranked Second
In State Class AA Poll
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
You can': really blame Bill
Glaser if he shakes his head at
the latest Associated Press high
school football poll.
Glaser's defending state
champion St. Xavier was the
preseason No. 1 pick in the Jef-
ferson Class AAAA rankings.
But the Tigers have fallen in
with the also-rans although St.
X is yet to play a game.
' 'I don't blame them ,41,  
Glaser sal of the voters who
selected, Irnity as the top
AAAA team in the county.
"What could they rank us on?"
He said his team Fins played
two scrimmages which might
have altered a few votes, one
ending in a tie and the other a
loss to Southern.
"We didn't look at all impres-
sive," Glaser admitted, "but
we weren't trying to win either
one at all costs"
That will change Saturday
when St. X opens its season at
Shawnee, a team the Tigers
clubbed 53-0 last season. A sim-
ilar performance Saturday
could change the voters' minds
once again.
"I just.. hope we have a
chance to play and prove what__
we can do," said Glaser.
Trinity got its chance last
week and took advantage of it
to vault past Bishop David into
the No. 1 spot, this week. While
Bishop David was blanking
Male 14-0, Trinity was ripping
Iroquois 48-0
Glaser said he is yet to see
Jefferson County AAAA
1. Trinity ( 31 19




Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Jeffersontown,
St. Xavier, Valley, Western.
State AAAA
1. Ashland t 10) 58
2. Owensboro 2 44
3. Bryan Station Ii 24
4. Bowling Green 22
5. Tates Creek 11
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Boone County,








4. Shelby County 18
5. Newport Catholic 15








2. Scott County 1
3. Mayfield













Reidland, Fort Knox, East
Hardin, Green County.
State A
1. Frankfort (10) 58
2. Harrodsburg 27
3. Heath (1) 23
4. ( tie) Richmond Madison
1) 18 — Paris (1) 18
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Beechwood,
Bellevue, Campbellsville, -El-












Trinity in action but did watch
Bishop David rip Shawnee 42-0.
"I was very impressed with
their defense but their offense
is just like ours. They're trying
to get the offense established."
In the other polls, Ashland
shut out Hazard 29-0 last week
to keep its spot on top of the
State AAAA poll while Fort
Thomas Highland, Middlesboro
and Frankfort were top vote-
getters in their respective divi-
sions.
Highlands,-a 494 winner Aver
Dayton, collected all 13 votes
and 65 points to far outdistance
Elizabethtown in Class AAA.
Middlesboro collected 10 first
place ballots and 59 points to
pace the AA rankings while
Frankfort had 10 firsts and 58
points in Class A.
Middlesboro outscored Cum-
berland 42-20 and Frankfort
thumped Bardstown 26-0 last
week.
Lexington Henry Clay, a 29-0
upset victim of crosstown rival
Bryan Station, fell out of the
State AAAA rankings. The Blue
Devils spot was filled by Bryan
Station, which collected a




By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pd. GB
84 59 587 —
79 64 552 5
73 71 .507 11
69 70 496 13
62 83 428 23
54 89 378 30
West
87 56 608
City 80 63 .559 7
Texas 71 75 .486 17
Chicago 68 15 .476 18
Minnesota 66 71 .471 19
California 65 79 .451 22
Tuesday's Games
Texas 3-4, Minnesota 0.2
Cleveland 3, Boston 2, 10 innings
New York 9, Detroit 6
Baltimore 9, Milwaukee 1
California 5, Chicago I I
Oakland 2, Kansas City 1, 14
innings
Wednesday's Games
Detroit (Ruhle 11 10 and Ar-
royo 1-0) at Boston (Morel 12-3
and Pole 3-5), 2, (t-n)
Baltimore (Cuellar T407—la
Grimsley 10-13) at Cleveland
(Eckersley 11-5 and Brown 6-7),
2, (t-n)
Milwaukee (Osburn 0.0) at
New York (Dobson 1110, (n)
California (Tanana 14-7) at
Chicago (Kaat 2011), (n)
Texas (Perry 15-16) at Min-
nesota (Blyteven 14-7), (n) '
Kansas City (Busby 15-11) at
Oakland (Blue 18-11), (n)
Thursday's Games
Detroit at Boston, (n)
Baltimore at Cleveland, (n)




W. .L. Pd.. .00
81 61 .5703 -.-
76 68 .520. 6
75 68 .521 61/2
73 71 .507 9
60 77 .465 141/2
64 79 .444 171/2
West
Cincinnati 96 48 667 —
Los Angeles 77 68 531 191/2
S Francisco 70 74 486 26
San Diego 65 80 418 31/2
Atlanta 64 81 441 33
Houston 56 90 184 41/2
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 6, St. Louis 2
Atlanta 4, Houston 1
Chicago 6, Pittsburgh 5
Montreal 2, New York 1, 10
innings
San Diego 10, Cincinnati 2









St. Louis (Rasmussen 42) at
Chicago (R Revschel 10 15)
New York (Seaver 21-71 at
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 7-5 or
Rooker 11-9), (n)
Philadelphia (Simpson 0-0) at
Montreal (Renko 5-12), (n) •
Atlanta (Morton 17-15) at San
Diego (Jones 189). (n)
Cincinnati (Darcy 9-5) at Los
Angeles (Hoqton 15-9), (n)
Houston (Cosgrove 0-1) at
San Francisco (Hakicki 9 121,
(n)
Thursday's Games
St. Louis at Chicago
Houston at San Francisco
;1) 11 &deo, rph aPt 
ttsbutr al (;)) )
--Astanta at-San Diego--(n-J-----
Cincinnati at Los Angeles,
'Tn)
It





































RACER HARRIERS—Members of 11m learray State cross mashy tome are topple, Soft to right, Tom Illeseek, lAlke VsweL DON•As Mob-
bitt, Ralph Cheek, Kevin Perryman, erion Rutter, Mark Rhodes, Roll Arne mid Gradvate assistants tram* Irian mid Dee Weber. Frees
row, Rod Kerrey, John Goatee., Jimmy Colors, Mortyn Brewer, Don Wilton, Ian Sistine, Scott Former end Scott tastes.--
Fleming, Curry, Green and
Bell All Unloaded In NFL
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
It was the Stock Exchange at
midday. It was rush hour in
midtown.
It was cutdown day in the
National Football League.
Players retired, went on
waivers, or were otherwise dis-
carded with the rapidity of ma-
chine gun fire Tuesday as
coaches frantically pared their
rosters to the 46-man limit.
And.mmue.big names fell vic-
tim to old age, poor health, or
the simple inability to cut the
mustard.
Tight end Mary Fleming, the
only player to appear in five
Super Bowls, was cut by the
Washington Redskins. Center
Bill Curry of the Green Bay
Packers retired, as did defen-
sive back Cornell Green of the
Dallas Cowboys. And veteran
linebacker Bobby Bell was
placed on waivers by the Kan-
sas City Chiefs. Coaches get to
do it all again nest Tuesday,
when the final trim to 43 play-
ers is due.
Fleming, a 13-year veteran,
had played in two Super Bowls
Middle Schoolers
Open With Split
The Murray Middle School
Tigers opened their football
season by splitting two games
at Reidland Monday night.
In the seventh grade contest,
Murray dropped a 6-0 decision
to Reidland.
Murray moved the ball well
the entire game and never had
to punt once in the contest. The
only mistake came with about
four minutes left in the game
when a Reidland player got
loose around the right end and
went about 60 yards fof the only
score of the game.
In the eighth grade game, it
was all Murray as the Tigers
romped to an impressive 56-0
win.
No other information on the
games was available.
with the Packers and three
more with the Miami Dolphins.
Curry, an 11-year man, had
played with Fleming on the
Packer team that beat the Kan-
sas City Chiefs 35-10 in Super
Bowl eight years ago.
Green ended a 13-season ca-
reer that included his becoming
an all-pro at strong safety and
cornerback, intercepting 34
passes and once playing 182
consecutive games. He'll
became_ a Dallas scout.
Bell asked to be placed on
waivers.
,There were enough bodies
shifted Tuesday to stock a lot
of teems_ for a long time. Run-
ning backs and draft choices
changed hands like bargains at
a bazaar.
The Chiefs acquired defensive
lineman Randy Beisler and a
draft choice from San Fran-
cisco in exchange for defensive
back Nate Allen. The 49ers also
sent cornerback Frank Oliver
to the Buffalo Bills for a draft
pick.
That was only the beginning.
The New York Jets traded run-
ning back Mike Adamle to the
Chicago Bears, receiving RB
Carl Garrett and a 1976 draft;
Cincinnati swapped guard Pat
Matson to Green Bay for a fu-
ture draft; New Orleans got a
mystery choice from Miami for
wide receiver Melvin Baker,
and the Oakland. _ Raiders
traded running back -Charlie
Green and wide receiver Kent
Gaydos to Philadelphia for
more picks.
Unheralded Missouri
Vaults To Fifth Place
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Missouri Tigers, unher-
alded in the preseason rank-
ings, have climbed into fifth
piace-in thtnweek's Associated
Press college football poll
thanks to Monday night's
nationally televised 20-7 upset of
Alabama.
The stunning setback dropped
the Crimson Tide, runnerup in
the first 1975 poll all the way to
13th.
Oklahoma's defending nation-
al champions held onto first
place, although they don't open
their season until Saturday.
The Sooners received 51 first-
place votes and 1,108 points




Michigan, Ohio State and
Southern California to move up
one spot each to second, third
and fourth, respectively. Mich-
igan received one first-place
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Back-To-School
Fashion Jewelry











All the makings for Beautiful Jewelry
got three No. 1 votes and 787
points while Southern Cal
earned 746 points. None of the
_ three has played a gaxnet.
_ The remaining first-place
vote went to Missouri and the
Tigers' total of 579 points shot
them all the way up to fifth
place ahead of Nebraska, Au-
burn, Notre Dame, Texas A&M
and Penn State, who round out
the Top Ten. Missouri and
Penn State are the only mem-
bers of the first regular-season
Top Ten to have seen action.
Penn State fell from sixth to
10th after barely edging
Temple 26-25 and the drop
allowed Nebraskan Auburn,
Texas A&M and Notre Dame to
move up one place each.
By The Associated Press
rhe Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
football poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
bases on 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-
5-4-3-2-1:
I. Okla. (51) 0-0-0 1,108
2. Mich. (1) 0-0-0 918
3. Ohio St. (3)0-0-0 787
4. S. Calif. 0-0-0 746
5. Mo. (1) 14'0 579
6. Nebraska 0-0-0 522
7. Auburn 0-0-0 397
8. Tex. A&M 0-0-0 382
9. N. Dame 0-0-0 300
10. Penn St. 1-0-0 282
11. Mich. St. 0-0-0 280
12. Texas 0-0-0 257
13. Alabama 0-1-0 1%
14. Maryland 1-0-0 125
15. N.C. St. 1-0-0 124
16. UCLA 0-0-0 85
17, Arizona 0-0-0. 71
18. Pitt 1-0-0 63
19. Florida 0-0-0 59
20. Tennessee 0-0-0 50
Signs With Kings
KANSAS CITY (AV) —
Wayne Croft, seventh-round
draft pick from Clemson Uni-
versity, a 6-foot-9, 220-pound
forward, has been signed by
the Kansas City Kings.
The signing on Tuesday
brings the roster to 15 players.
Croft averaged eight points a
game in his senior, year at
Clemson. A native of Bamberg,




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It's sort of like the old com-
mercials for Hertz and Avis.
Number two is on the way up.
That about sums up the
prospects for the coming cross
country season for Murray
State University. The season
will begin Saturday at Ed-
wardsville as the Racers
perticipate in a triangular with
SIU-E and Lincoln University.
Western Kentucky has
dominated cross country in the
Ohio Valley Conference, the
conference which has produced
.3he most All-Americans over
the past few years. And among
those All-Americans are such
folks as Nick Rose, Rony
Staynings, Dave Long, Chris
Ridler, Sam Torres, Nefl
Cusack and Eddie Leddy.
The reason Murray State is
number two is simply because
those first four folks are all
from Western and they are all
returning for another season
with the Hilltoppers, who are
expected to win a national title
this year.
England. That's perhaps the
key word in cross country today
as the top runners in college are
from England. And slowly but
'-surely, Murray State is
beginning to catch up with
Western Kentucky in the
recruiting of top English run-
(MM.
It all started last year with
Brian Rutter and Martyn
Brewer, both destined to
become All-Americans, and
hopefully, as early as this, their
sophomore year. Another
Englishman freshman Ralph
Cheek, is now a Racer and those
three are setting records
frequently in time trials.
Last week, Rutter ran the
five-mile time trial in 23:39.8.
That broke the old time trial
record set by Sam Torres by
over 47 seconds. It was also an
improvement of 74 seconds over
Rutter's time of a year ago.
Brewer ran a 24:00 in the time
trial Sunday, an improvement
of over a minute. Improvement.
There's another key word.
Racer Coach Bill Cornell
mets his team every morning
and takes them out for a pre-
NEW IMINNERS— The new members of Si Murray State cross country teem ore from left to right, Mork
Il -:::,S.stt Former, John Gooteo, Cooeii MU Cornell, Scott Lester, Ron Steins and Ralph Cheek.
ed St».( Beginning To
Slip Down Homestretch
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Sports Writer
A funny thing is happening to
the Boston Red Sox on the way
to the American League East
pennant.
They're slipping—and the
Baltimore Orioles could have
the last laugh.
The Orioles, all but given up
as dead birds less than a week
ago, kept their fluttering hopes
alive with a 9-1 victory over the
Milwaukee Brewers Tuesday
night.
Coupled with Boston's 3-2 de-
feat in 10 innings at Cleveland,
it moved the Orioles within five
games of the top—the closest
they've been since July 8.
While the Red Sox and Ori-
oles were trying to decide the
outcome of the American
League East the Oakland A's
strengthened their chances in
the AL West with a 2-1 victory
over the Kansas City Royals in
14 innings.
Elsewhere, the California An-
gels edged the Chicago White
Sox 5-4; the New York Yankees
defeated the Detroit Tigers 9-6
and the Texas Rangers took a
doubleheader cfrom the Min-
nesota Twins-3-0 and 4-2
Indians 3, Red Sox 2
Alan Ashby's run-scoring
single in the 10th led Cleveland
over Boston. George Hendrick
doubled and eventually scored
on Ashby's hit to left. The In-
dians' victory gave them a 9-5
edge over the East leaders, the
only AL team to hold the upper
hand over Boston this year.
A's 2, Royals I
Bill North's rundscoring
single with two out in the 14th
inning gave Oakland its big vic-
tory over Kansas City. The vic-
tory boosted the A's lead to
seven games over the Royals in
the American League West.
A two-out error by Kansas
City shortstop Fred Patek
opened the door for the A's
winning rally. Bert Camp-
aneris, who reached base on
Patek's miscue stole second
and raced home with the game-
winner on North's dramatic hit.
Angels 5, White Sox 4
:Mike Miley drove in two runs
with a single and sacrifice fly
and ,Bruce Bochte doubled
home the eventual winning run
in the seventh inning to lead
ralifornia over Chicago.
Yankees 9, Tigers 6
New York first baseman
chris Chambliss became the
ENGLISH atiw—Morrey State's cross calory team now has three Englishmen, four including Coach Bill
Cornell. From left to right ore freshman Ralph Cheek, Cornell, sophomore Mortyn Brewer and sophomore
Brian Rutter.
first Yankee to wallop five hits
in a game this season in the
Yankee's defeat of Detroit. He
singled home a run in a three-
run first, doubled home one in
a three-run third and capped a
two-run rally in the eighth with
an RBI single. In addition,
Chambliss had two more sin-
gles.
Rangers 3-4, Twins 0-2
Dave Nelson's two-run single
in the ninth capped a three-run
rally leading Texas over Min-
nesota in the second game for a
sweep of their doubleheader.
Rookie Jim Umbarger stopped
Minnesota on four hits and
pitched Texas to victory in tne
first game.
HOCKEY
ATLANTA — The National
Hockey League Atlanta Flames
traded center Jerry Byers of
their Omaha Farm club to the
New York Rangers in exchange




sunrise run. And according to
Cornell, it has helped.
"I always let them run on
their own in the past," Cornell
said.
"But now, I'm getting out
with them and seeing that they
really do put in their road-
work," added Cornell, hobbling
along because of the pain in his
legs from trying to stay up with
the much younger athletes.
Ten years ago, it wouldn't
have been much of a problem.
Cornell, also an Englishman,
was one of the top runners in the
country when he was at
Southern Illinois. In fact, many
of Corned's- records are 11111
intact.
"They are complaining and so
am I but one thing about it, it's
really working out well and the
kids are in better shape than
they've ever been at this early
of a stage," Cornell said of his
morning workouts with the
team.
"Sometimes the kids were
just so tired and sometimes
they had to get work done that
they'd occasionally skip a
morning workout. But not
anymore."
Ron Stetina, a junior college
transfer, is currently the
number four runner for the
Racers. A runner with great
promise who could well be
running right along side of the
Englishmen before the season is
over; had a 24:56 In the time
trial Sunday.
The fifth man for Murray is
junior Bob Arnett. He had a
25:08 Sunday. A year ago on the
same course, he had- 25 :48. a
Junior Don Willcox is running
sixth and he had a 25:28 Sunday
in comparison with 26:14 last
year. Sophomore Clint Stroh-
meter of Paducah had a 25:38
Sunday, 32 seconds better than
last year on the same course.
Sophomore Kevin Perryman --
had a 25:41 Sunday, which is 76
seconds better than his time of a
year ago. But the biggest im-
provement has been made by
little Jimmy Colon, a
sophomore from Port Jefferson,
N.Y.
Last year as a vieS-On., he 6a
a 307115'-al the five-mile time
trial. Sunday he recorecl a 25:48.
There is only one senior on the
team, that being Rod Harvey of
Montrose, Ill. Harvey is
currently running 10th. Others
on the team include John Cionte
of Elgin, Ill.; Scott Farmer of
Owensboro; Mike Vowel] of
Lexington; Dennis Mabbitt of
Matawin, J. J.; Mark Rhodes of
Louisville; Scott Lester of
Metropolis and Tom Mrscek of
Chatham, Ill.
-I have high hopes for two or
three men making All-
American this year," Cornell
said.
"The potential is certainly
there if they have the desire to
work hard enough. The way it
looks now, this will be the best
team we've ever had.
"But Western is still going to
win the conference. They've lost
Russ Munro and Swag Hartell
but still have Rose, Long,




Last year, Murray was third
in the conference meet,
finishing five points behind
second-place East Tennessee. A
couple of unexpected poor
performances cost Murray the
second place spot.
Local cross country fans will
get their first chance to see the
Racers September 30 when
Southern Illinois-Carbondale is
at the Murray Country Club for
a dual meet. The only other
currently scheduled home meet
will be October 25 when
Southeast Missouri is here.
The OVC Championships will
be held November 1 at Rich-
mond.
Big M Club Will
Meet Thursday
The Big M Club will hold ita
regular weekly meeting at 6:30
p.m. Thursday at the Triangle
Inn.
Racer football Coach Bill
Furgerson will discuss last
week's scrimmage game and
review practice.
All members of the club are
urgea to attend.
Pick Up Player
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. ( AP o
— Lee McGriff, all-South-
eastern Conference pass receiv-
er for the University of Florida,
has signed to play with the
Jacksonville Express of the
World Football League, team
officials say.
_Spokesmen said Tuesday that
the Express roster would have
to be cut by one player to make
room for McGriff. No can-
nouncernent was made imme-
diately on a roster change.
BASEBALL
MEMPHIS — Denny McLain,
31, former American League
Cy Young Award winner and a
31-game winner for the 1968
pennant-winning Detroit Tigers,
was named general manager of
the Class AAA Memphis Blues
of the International League
.4,11'tr‘e,,atheus,
e R q 
7SwefieV'P q
Smeancin.s.C. tuerg eovs. su.
Prit-nr Good trim Saturdo•
*Use tour MASTER CHARGE Card
910-7 Mad -THOS. 13.1-Air 9lopping Center 10-1 Friday
Merrey 1ASun
Get toknow us; you'll like us.
Youngsters 8-13,
Prepare to win!
Free Punt, Pass &
Kick clinic
Watch the newspaper for
the dale,
Improve your chances of win-
ning in the 1975 Punt. Pass &
Kick Competition by attending
our free clinic. You'll get
important "hOW to" tips from
experienced football coaches
To get into PP&K. just bring you
parent or guarsdian in and sign
.up, It's free. You'll geta free
Tips Book and you can attend
the clinic at the above time an,:
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We Reserve the Right to limit Quantities
We Accept U. S. Government Food Stamps










with 10.00 Order or more
3 lb. Bog 49'
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Fannie Dorsey Campaigns For Kentucky's Senior Citizens
FRANKFORT. Ky.—"We
continue to benefit from, yet
waste, the expertise and talent
of those persons over 60 who
have helped to build our state
and our nation," says Mrs.
Fannie Dorsey, newly ap-
pointed chairman of the In-
stitute for Aging in the
Department for Human
Resources I DIM .
As a youth-oriented society,
we tend to stress children and
their needs. Sometimes, we fail
to realize the valid concerns and
needs of the elderly," she says.
She feels that as an advisory
group appointed by the
governor, the Institute for
Aging has the responsibility to
-bring these concerns before
state government and to make
them visible to the citizens of
the Commonwealth as well."
Some of the most pressing
concerns of persons over 60 are
health care, protective services
and transportation, according
to Mrs. Dorsey. Since the in-
stitute has been in existence,
DHR has developed more
monitoring and evaluation
methods to maintain the quality
of health care in the state.
The department also is
working on protective services
for adults to offer the same
protection as the Child Abuse
and Neglect Law provides for
children.
Mrs. Dorsey asserts that
transportation is the greatest
need of older Kentuckians,
especially in the rural areas of
the state, as most services are
located in the urban areas or the
cities and towns.
"In addition, many of the
elderly need escort services,"
she says. An escort is someone
who will go with an elderly
person to help him take care of
personal needs such as paying
bills, going to a doctor or
dentist—even going to the
laundromat."
DHR is working to find
solutions to these and other
problems pinpointed by the
insititute.
Gov. Julian Carroll has
already taken major steps to
help Kentucky's elderly. He has
allocated surplus funds that
enable more than $1.1 million in
state and federal money to be
used for the employment of
Home-Health Service Aides that







Air times of Kentucky
Educational Television's
(KET) trilogy of children's
programs will be changed this




moves from 4p. m. to the 3 p. m.
time-slot. "Sesame Street" will
be seen a half-hour later, ap-
pearing at 3:30 instead of 3 p. m.
and "Electric Company" turns
on the power at 4:30 p. m.
The Public Broadcasting
Services (PBS) has rearranged
time distribution of its
children's programs as a result
of data gathered over the past
several years. Analysis of
program content suggested
"Sesame Street" as a strong
bridge between "Mister Rogers
Neighborhood" for the very
young, and the older audiences
of "Electric Company."
The new Saturday morning
line-up will go into effect
Saturday, September 27, with
"Sesame Street" seen at 7 and
repeated at 9 a. m., "Electric
Company" at 8 and 10 a. in. and
"Mister Rogers Neighborhood"
at 8:30 and 10:30 a. m.




WASHINGTON — The 1.1.S.
Board on Geographic Names
is seeking public opinion on
whether to change the name
of 20,320-foot Mt. McKinley,
Alaska — highest mountain in
North America — to Denali,
the Tanana Indian name for
"the big one."
Written opinions an 'corn-
tnents concerning the pro-
posal to change the name of
Mt. McKinley to Denali











the governor has created a $2
million allocation to area
development districts ( ADD's)
for their efforts on behalf of the
elderly.
Gov. Cat roll's concerns for
the aged population of the
Commonwealth were also
exhibited with his appointment
of Bill Montgomery as a special
assistant to C. Leslie Dawson,
DHR secretary. Montgomery
was named to serve as liaison
for the elderly to the head of the
department, which operates all
programs on aging in the state.
Mrs. Dorsey first became
interested and started working
with senior citizens in Terre
Haute, Ind., where she taught
history and English. Her
husband was a minister and she
began to develop an older
division of religious instruction.
Since then, she has worked with
the Women's Division of Board
of Missions of the United
Methodist Church, the League
of Women Voters and Church
Women United, both on the
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state and national level, in
leadership development and
Christian social relations.
In helping develop programs
for the aging, Mrs. Dorsey
found the key to solving many
prublems of the elderly is
"giving them a sense of self-
worth, letting them know they
still have something to give.
Currently, Mrs. Dorsey
HIGHWAY 641--MURRAY KY Some items not 
exacti as ictured
Hunting Season is Herel We have the largest selection
of Guns & Ammo in this area. All At Discount Prices
A. larger version at the vertical Lure
Arranger,,, selector and storage box
will handle an almost unlimited as-
sortment of spinner baits, Lift out
interior has slots for up to PS spin-
ners dIvIng. swimming, tap water
and other lures Lots of space below
for pork rind jars. small utility boxes
etc.
Box is rustproof. cruahproof J e t
green copolymer Not affected by
vinyl skirts and soft plastic lure s.
Safety latch. .Fiilly-reciseesd handle








Complete with knife, 6" tile & cracker basket
GARCIA-dAIKASSADEUR 5000D
TMC ili TC TNGIAIA•INIILTHAT BASS istewsiasemani WANT!
The new green 50000 that bisickbsse
busters deer the country we clamoorg
few The 0 stands tor direct drive, and it's
• totsity new highly.sophistiCated directdrive comb vinined th clatitif Ambellsedeurtbsrnooly adjustable dreg and pushbuttonfree SpOei as well as centrifugal and nve-
cnanicai brakes tor perfect backlash con



















serves as the chairperson of the
Green River ADD Council on
Aging. In the last two years,
much of her time has been
devoted to the development and
organization of the Retired
Senior Citizens Volunteer
Program ( RSVP) in Owen-
sboro.
More than 166 persons aged 60

































Reg. $2.09 $1 59
81 x96 Size g PER ROLL
work and community service,
according to Mrs. Dorsey.
"Senior citizens groups
should do more than develop
entertainment and recreation,"
says Mrs. Dorsey. "These
groups should extend them-
selves to others who have needs
and concerns beyond the realm
of socializing."
Mrs. Dorsey has served on the
Institute for Aging during the
past year as it was developed to





















or can be used
to hang on walls
6 Amp
6 or 12 Volt
Secretary Dawson in
recognizing and finding an-
swers to the problems of
Kentucky's elderly. She is
frequently asked to lecture on
college campuses throughout
the United States.
On these occasions, she uses
the opportunity to voice her
goal "Let's not relegate our
elderly to the rocking chair, but
allow them to be an ongoing
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6 or 12 Volt
$2147 only $25" $25"
Schauer
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1 legal Notice 1. Legal Notice
Nona
Ntoice is hereby given by the Murray Planning
Commission that p public hearing will be held
Tuesday, September 16, 1975, at 7:30 p. m. at the
Murray City Hall Building. The purpose of this
meeting is to hear public comment on a request to
rezone the following described properties within the
City of Murray, Kentucky.
II-2 Highway Business
Beginning at a point on the south right-of-way of
Southwood Drive, this same point being located
415.93' from the east right-of-way of U. S. Highway
641 North, thence in an easterly direction following
the south right-of-way of Southwood Drive for a
distance of 1711.00'. Thence, in a northwesterly
direction a distance of 433.00' to the centerline of
Northwood Drive, thence in a northwesterly direc-
tion following the center line of Northwood drive for
a distance of 520.00' to a point; this same point being
the intersection of the centerlines of Northwood
Drive and Valleywood Drive. Thence in a northerly
direction along the centerline of Valleywood Drive
for a distance of 795.00' to a point, this same point
being 1228.00' north, 83 deg. 06' 17" east from the
east right-of-way of U. S. Highway 641 North. Then-
ce, in a southwesterly direction for a distance of
875.00' to a point, this same point being located
356.60' north 83 deg. 06' 17" east of the east right-of-
way of U. S. Highway 641 North. Thence, in a south-
westerly direction 865.00' to the point of beginning.
1-4 Residential
Beginning at a point at the intersection of the cen-
terlines of Valleywood Drive and Northwood Drive,
thence in a northwesterly direction following the
centerline of Valleywood Drive for a distance of
795.00' to a point, this same point being located on
the northeast boundary of the Northwood Sub-
division. Thence, north 83 deg. 06' 17" east for a
distance of 570.00' to a point, this same point being
the northeast corner of Northwood Subdiviion.
Thence, south 3 deg. 33' 10" east for a distance
1000.00' to the centerline of Northwood Dnve, tnen-
ce, in a northwesterly direction along the centerline
of Northwood Drive for a distance of 520.00' to the
point of beginning.
All interested persons are cordially invited to at-
tend this public hearing.
MURRAY PLANNING COMMISSION
Dr. Marshall Gordon, Chairman
Dan W. Grimes, Resident Planner
1 Legal Notice
AS OF 9 September, 1975, I
am no longer responsible
for any debts other than













Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED






is new. Great hostess







regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4











vertising 753- 19 19
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulatio-












LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.
Hughes Paint Store. 401
Maple
IF YOU have a burden, let




Approximately l2340 sq ft of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Paclung Corp.
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342
"Cleabing Is
Our Business"
Whoa yes laird 'applies,
a,..',. _1 of service call
vs. Oman grist we
knew hest. We love its
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SPECIAL. the Rib Shack is
now open 7 days per week
from 8:00 a. m. to 8:00 p.
m. featuring Bar-B-Que
ribs and pork. Weekend
specials are Fish dinners
with all the trimmings on
Friday or take a trip
"South of the Border"







can do for you.
Phone Sonya Futrell, 753-
4505 for complimentary
facial.
3 Card Of Thanks
I WANT to thank everyone
who in anyway helped
during my recent ac-
cident and stay in the
hospital.
To Dr. Lowry, the "third
floor nurses, the
Last but not least in a





"Special Thank You" to





God Bless each of you.
Joe Hamp & Lois Curd,
Hazel Ky. Route 2.
cards and
we deeply
5 Lost And Found
LOST GOLD I-D bracelet,
got name Jeri on it. Call
436-2159.
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver





















are earning extra incomein their own neigh-
borhoods. 1100.00 to





I need someone to
assist in my business,
two hours a day five
days a week. For per-
sonal interview call 753-








cost analysis and price
calculations. Must be able
to type and operate
business machines. Some
experience in general
drafting, desirable but not
necessary. Applicant
must be a self starter,
responsible and capable
of working with minimum
supervision. For further
details on this challenging
opportunity, call Joe





lady. Must be able to do
both. Seal mesa* to P. 0.Sex 324 Murray, Ry.
PERMANENT POSITION
for mature person who
can operate machinery
and occasionally drive
small trucks on local
deliveries. Send name,
age and phone to Box 32N
8 Storage Buildings
CUSTOM BUILT portable
building 8 x 10, $388.00. 8 x
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located on Hick's




free. House type con-
structed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile





business. Start part time
and grow. Ten to fifteen




between 4 p. m. and 6 p.
m. for appointment only.
753-3763,
LOANS AVAILABLE for
any type of business or
real estate. Call Mrs.
Roberts, 404-455-1668.
12 Insurance
MOBILE HOME and home
owners insurance at low
rates. Joe Sledd In-
surance agency, 753-1408.
HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem: Call 751-1976.













14 Want To Buy
BOYS 22" or 24" bicycle.
Call 753-6625.
WANTED USED parts for
Honda SL70. Call 436-5377
after 5.
BAllf -GRAND or- Grand
i Call 753-6291
14 Want To Buy
USED 38 CALIBER S and




white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.





x 31 and andirons. Used
only two years. $35.00.
Pool table, 7' with 4 cues
and rack. $50.00. Phone
753-3006.
TWO WHEELS, cart and
harness, can work with 51
inch pony or 15 hand high
horse. Call '489-2166.
"CHAR-BROIL" LP gas
grill with cart and tank.
Never been used. $115.





Womans Day and Family
Circle magazines. Call
436-2285.
WHITE KNIT fabric 350
yards. 50 cents per yard.




BINDER TWIN 6.00 roll.
Murray Supply Company.
SPECIAL PURCHASE
one-third h. p. shallow
well pansy complete with
tank and pressure con-
trols. Regular $178.00 now
$106.00. Murray Supply
Company.
SAVE $$$$$$, 5 h. p. Gilson
Tiller with power reverse.
Retail $299.95 - $199.95.
Murray Supply Company.
SIX FT. WOOD step lad-
der. $10.95. Murray
Supply Company.
REMINGTON 1100 LW. 20
gauge, improved cylin-
der. 26" ventilated rib.
$100.00. Phone 436-5507.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.
54-SELECTIONS of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. tt" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Luan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Term.,
Phone 587-2420.
COMPLETE 200 AMP
discount service pole. Call
436-2575.
TEABERRY 23 Brand CB
mobile with antenna.
$200.00. Call 753-6487.
BOYS LEVI'S, size 12
regular. Call 753-4965.
NEW CREAGOR SS maga,
13" and new Gillette tires,
raised white letters. Call
Bill days, 762-6851, nights,
753-0802.
16 Home Furnishings
TABLE with six chairs. See
at 507 South 7th.
ONE BROYHILL Early
American couch, one
couch that Makes a bed_
, Owner moving, must go,_
Price has been reduced































box springs, mattress and
frame. Call 753-6223 or
753-5246.
REFRIGERATOR and








tember Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase of every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.










AC COMBINE model 66,
$150. Bear Cat topper for
long wheel base, pickup
truck. $65.00. Call 753-4545
or 753-6763.
200 CASE BAILER, New
Holland rake and crim-
per. In good condition.
Call 489-2478.
20 Sports Equipment
20' DAY CRUISER, can be





over marine plywood. In
excellent condition. $100.
Call 753-0609.
14 FT. JON BOAT, 15 h. p.
Evinrude motor, trailer,
two seat cushions, two
paddles. $350 Call 753-
9840
BOAT, MOTOR AND
trailer. 1973 model/ good
condition, reasonable
price. Call 435-4425
23' CRUISER, with 150
h.p. Mercruiser drive.
Good condition. Call 753-
2797.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
tr011ing ,motor, power













trailer; rigged for bass.












for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911
BALDWIN PIANOS and


















TWO YEAR old, 1,4 HP




pool table with equip-
ment, also two church
benches. Call 753-5106
after 5 p. m.
WOOD HEATERS,
automatic, cast iron fire




16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.






USED 14 h. p. John Deere
48" mower, automatic
transmission, hydraulic
lift. $895. Murray Supply
Company.
ELECTRIC FENCE in-
sulators for metal posts.
25 to bag $1.50 a bag.
Murray Supply Company.
SAVE $$$$$$$. 8 h. p. Gilson
riding mower. $845-599.95.
Murray Supply Company.
27 Mobile Home Sales
EXTRA NICE 1972 Mobile
home, 12 x 64. Two
bedroom, two baths, with
air and underpinning.
$5200. Can rent kot if
desired. Call 489-2440.
1975 MOBILE home 12 x 60
Bay-wood, wall to wall
carpet. See at Fox
Meadows. Phone 753-5603
1974 12 x 60 Tra9er. Strong
and well built. Two
bedroom, central heat
and air Strapped down
and underpinned. See at
157 Riviera Cts or call
753-4152.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
1973, 12 x 60, all electric,
central heat and -air, with --
service pole, steps and
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27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor
Mobile Home, 3 bedroom,







28 Heating & Cooling
FOR SALE Fedders 220 air
conditioner, just like new.
$100.00. Call 753-8200.




big porch, good condition.





1973, 12 x 64 Trailer.
Central air and heat.
$105.00 a month. Call 753-
4481 or 436-5337 after 5.
TRAILER FOR RENT,
apply in person only at 314
Sycamore.
TWO BEDROOM, air
condition, on lake Blood












3 bedroom, bath and half,
more extras. For in-





Street. Homes and spaces
for families only. Call 753-
3855.
31 Want To Rent
LOOKING FOR nouse in
the country with garden
space available. Can fix
up if necessary. Please
call collect 314-291-3522
after 5 p.m.
32. Apartments For Rent










White Hall $105.00 per
month, Part of utilities,
couples prefered. Phone
753-3805.





bedroom, living room and
dinette, kitchen, bath, 2
storage rooms, Private
drive and carport. Shady
yard. $90.00. Call 492-8174.
r Rent
ice large furnished







that works. $75.00. Call
653-6426 before 8 p. m.
MURRAY MANOR - All




Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
FURNISHED APART-















34. Houses For Rent
SMALL TWO BEDROOM
farm house. Call 436-5377,
after 5.
38. Pets - Supplies
REGISTERED female St






Best offer for dog. Duster-
$700.00. Call 753-1532.
IRISH SETTER puppies,



















*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE















MOVING SALE at 301 S.
6th, Monday through
Friday.
TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 408
S. 4th, phone 753-7333. We
have local and out of state
buyers and handle
property of all kinds, in
both Kentucky and
Tennessee. We need your
listings now. Home
phones: Fulton E. Young,
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
753-3744.
SIX PARTY PLUS Hardin
Pentecost Church
Rummage Sale. Satur-
day, September 13,8 a. m








YARD SALE 1107 Main
Street. Saturday 13th. 8
o'clock in the morning.
GARAGE SALE. 13061/2
Sycamore, now, dresses,
coats sizes 16-18, also
Juniors 11, misses 10, 2
chest of drawers and
other items. Call 753-2478.
GARAGE SALE, Friday
and Saturday, 9-5. Past
Midway 1/4 mile on 641,
red brick house.
FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail (Ky
1918), a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. These lots
are located in an ex-
clusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Electric and phone are in
the area. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street




sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
WOULD YOU LIKE $2000
monthly income? Check
this possibility when you
purchase this commercial
property with 21 fur-
nished apartments near
University. Call 753-8080




leads to financial gain in
the future with this nice
duplex located east of
Murray; this one year old
home can be that money
maker for you, priced at a
low $25,000.00 at MOF-
FITT REALTY CO., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.
Room to Grew, 1317 Kirkwood
e good Mace to grow childrea,
domed sad street gine sleigh-
boyhood. This 3 bedroom brick is
micant sad wanting s sa
owner. Priced Is low 120,000's.
Cell onythree for en up
paeans:set
WILSON RUE ESTATE
Across frees Port Office
Ohms 753-3263
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway




IN-IE SIVE OUR "WE, SENOR CASTRO, THEN




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
44 Lots For Sale
TWO ADJOINING lots for
sale, in Pine Bluff Shores.
Call 753-9904.
$10 DOWN AND PO per
month will buy a large




Telephone 436-5320 or 436-
2473.
46 Homes For Sale
SIX ROOM Brick House,
11/2 baths, 6 miles from
city limits. 40 x 40 garage,
10 acres of land, deep
well, 256 ft. highway
frontage. Will trade for











living room, dining room,
kitchen, den, 2 baths, 3
miles from Murray on
Mayfield Road. Call 753-
8182 for appointment.
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-





brick on well lan-




some drapes, all ap-
pliances, including
washer and dryer. Good
neighborhood in city
limits at





will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. -Member M. L. S.
Close Out!
On New 1975 Cars
Buy now and save
Don't wait any longer!
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.















Sart Nam Mies you ride.













INee 7 a.m to 5p.m
1973 YAMAHA 5011 street




$450 or best offer Ex-
cellent condition. Call 436-
2263.





bike. Runs good, $50.
Goodyear highway patrol
10 speed bicycle. Good
condition, $35.00. Call 753-
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.
1972 YAMAHA street bike.
200 c.c Electric starter,
less than 3,000 miles, in
good condition, $475.00.
Call 753-4917.
49 Used Cars Truces
 ii
1967 OLDS 442. Call 767-
2741.










49. Used Cars & Trucks
1998 DODGE CHARGER
power brakes and
steering, new motor and
transmission, plus many
extras. Call 753-6564.
1967 CAMARO SS 350, 4
speed, Cragar wheels.
Extra sharp. Paris, 642-
3547 weekends only.
1967 IMPALA, one owner,
good condition, good gas
mileage. Call 753-9523.
1969 VW VAN. Call 753-
7838.
THE UNDERSIGNED will
sell at public sale for cash
a 1967 International
tractor, serial no. 228639
and 1970 Ford tractor
serial no. 40116 at 2:00 p.
m. September 17, 1975 at
Taylor Motors Inc. at 303
South 4th, Murray, Ky.
The undersigned reserves
the right to bid.
Associates Financial
Services Company Inc.
1972 VW SUPER Beetle.
New tires, very good
shape. $1400. Call 753-
0165.
1968 CORVETTE 1-TOP
327-300 h. p., 4 speed,
$3,500, firm. Call 753-8251
after 4:30 p. m.
1962 CHEVROLET IM-
PALA, power steering
and brakes. Phone 753-
7358.
1975 CHEVY Sport Van




1972 VEGA GT with hat-
chback, 4 speed. Price
$1,250. Call 436-2147.
1967 AND 1970 Pickup
Truck. Also 1968 Old-
smobile. Call 436-5366.







Shower, hot and cold
water, refrigerator and




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, II mile east






No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
STUDENT DESIRES
babysitting with aged or
youngsters. Experience







striped, grey. Cute and.
playful. Call 753-3994 or
753-3535 after 4:30.







Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Nome firmed end eperstod ever 70 years De sot sips isey contract
sasslob is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914




per hour. Phone 436-2173.
ROY HARMON'S Car-













TER will do interior or






Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning and
refrigeration, plumbing






Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.







plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-








efficient service. No job




needs. Grades 1-7. Fee
negotiable. Call 753-8761.
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins & dairy barns.




babysitting, and any type


























them easier and preven-
ting damage in the
future.







EIGHT WEEK OLD solid
white male kitten. Part
persian, litter trained.
Must agree to keep kittin
inside as a house cat
Call753-3535 after 4:30.
Alendatint Siding NW Trion
instal/ad by
Aluminum Service Co.
MN Ed Bailey - 402-0897





150 Acre Farm, Caffle & Machinerx
10:00 A. M.
LOCATION: Go Highway 68E from
Murray to Cadiz and turn left at the Bank
of Cadiz. The farm is located straight
ahead .4 of a mile out past city limits on
Will Jackson Road.
FARM
dippreliterstoly ISO acre form is fumed sad bee ' '7 SIBIU hi:mitts" roof frontage end water treetops ea Little
No we bars garb electricity. City water sod electricity evallable. Closers reserve ell awes fm the
yew 1975.
WT1016E1115 NOTT: Nero is Ns oppertonity to bey either scrooge that can I. formod or choice property
OM is sensible for home bedding sites end moia scrooge. This property hes approximately './1 mile frontage
en • good blacktop reed pies weter frontage is Little River.




12 Cows, 10 Cahn, 1 Bel Al semis lime beim lofted
FARM MACHINERY
601 herd Tractor - 2 liottom II" Plea - 6 het NIVf la•Vraf Newry Dirty Ford Grader Sleds - Ruddier
Tire Wags., (Skop Made) - Awl** hillside Brooking Plow - Seim of Nay - Nostedite Power Saw - 5-
Nolo Wheel Drill MN, Fortifier Attochomart - lag Chaim - 1 Let of Nand Teals - Feat int '
Rotary Mower - I Lot Tobacco Sticks Ochor its.. Toe Memerem Ti filestoe
TERMS ON CAM! & MACHINERY Cask
Owners: U. W. Noel and Robert Noel
ANY ANNOUNCEMENT MADE DAY OF SALE TAKES PRECEDENCE OVER
PRINTED MATTER.
Ken Morris, Realtors and Auctioneers
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The funeral for Mrs. Weldon
Hontas Dunni Lyles will be
held Thursday at two p. m. at
the Mt. Carmel United
Methodist Church, north of
Kirksey, with Rev. Johnson
Easley and Rev. Gary Mohler
officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery with the
arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Horne, Benton, where
friends may call.
Mrs. Lyles, age 81, died
Monday at the Calvert City
Convalescent Center. Her
husband, Weldon Lyles, died
August 5 of this year.
Survivors are three
daughters, Mrs. Charles Nanny,
Murray Route Two, Mrs. Harry
Brown, Hardin Route One, and
Mrs. Dave Jones, Warren,
Mich.; one son, Larry Lyles,
Murray Route Five; one sister,
Mrs. Genella Lawrence,
Hardin; three brothers, Brent
Dunn, Fort Myers, Fla., D. Y.
Dunn, Lexington, and Albert
Dunn, Pompano Beach, Fla.;
seven grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
Virginia Kable
Dies At Age 56
Word has been received of the
death of Mrs. Warren /Cable of
Miami, Fla. She was 56 years of
age and was the former
Virginia Rae Cable, daughter of
Mrs. Ray Cable, formerly of
Broad Street, Mw-ray, and the
late Mr. Cable.
-Mrs. Kable dred August 18 at
Miami and funeral and burial
services were held there August
21.
Survivors include her
daughter, Mrs. Nancy Willing,
one grandchild, Chris, and her
mother, Mrs. Ray Cable,
Miami, Fla.; one sister, Mrs.
Louise Miller, Dallas, Texas;
three brothers, Bob Cable,
Knoxville, Tenn., Joe Cable,




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Farmland
would be assessed on the basis of its in-
come producing capacity under a new
method endorsed by a special legislative
subcommittee.
The subcommittee approved the final
draft of the bill following a four-hour
hearing Tuesday attended by representa-
tives of farm organizations and county
property valuation administrators.
The formula is designed to carry out the
intent of a 1969 amendment to the Ken-
tucky Constitution.
That amendment calls for farm land to
be assessed on the basis of its value for
agricultural and horticultural use, rather
than its potentially greater value for
residential, commercial or industrial
development.
Sen. John Berry Jr., D-New Castle,
chairman of the subcommittee on
assessment of agricultural land, said the
1969 amendment was intended to protect
Events Planned Here
By The Murray PWP
The Murray Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will
meet Thursday, September 11,
at eight p. m. at the United
Campus Ministry Building,
North 15th Street.
Folk dancing instruction will
be by Bob Hopper, Murray
State student and director of
folk dancing at Kenlake Hotel.
A free nursery will be provided.
On Sunday, September 14, at
one p. m. the group will meet at
the UCM parking lot to go to
Bob Noble Park, Paducah, for a
family outing.
The PWP is open to all
parents.. single for reason_ of
death, divorce, separation, or
never having been married.
Hog Market
/ 790rYt Wnthn le, one 
ee
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 1 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 421E4. 500 Barrows & Gilts
.50 higher Sows steady
US 1-2 200-23d b.. $59.50-60.00
US 1-3 200-240 1169.25-50.50
US 2-4240-200 Ibis 156.50-59.25
05 3-4 2804801W 158.00-58.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lb' 1500041.00
US 1-3 300450 lbs. 150.5041 50
US 1-3 450-650 lb. $915042.50 few 53 00
US 2-3 300-600 lbs. 149.00-5000
Boars $31.004110
FBI To Look Into
Ku -Klux-Man—Remark
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation says it is investigating a
remark by a Ku Klux Klan
leader who mentioned the word
"lynching" in a speech criti-
cizing the federal judge who or-
dered schools in Jefferson
County desegregated.
Brian Jinnet, an FBI infor-
mation officer, said Tuesday
that the agency was looking
into the remarks made by Phil-
lip Chopper, grand dragon of
the Kentucky Klan, in a rally
on Aug. 30 in Corbin.
Gordon issued the deseg-
regation plan in July. It calls
for more than 22,600 pupils to
be bused to achieve racial bal-
ance in Louisville area schools.
Gordon, of Madisonville, has
been the subject of criticism.
from the Klan since he issued
6





Set to look like one big diamond
the desegregation plan.
Chopper, in his Corbin*
speech, said Gordon could be
removed from office only
through impeachment or by
"death by natural causes."
Chopper said "natural causes
to a man like that is lynching."
Jinnet said the investigation
of the remark should riot be
given too much significance.
"It's not an isolated incident
we're looking into," he said.
Conduct at the Corbin rally is
among "hundreds of things"
that have occurred in ' con-
nection with the desegregation
of Louisville schools that have
attracted the FBI's attention,
Jinnet said.
All of the "things that might
involve violations of federal
law" are being probed by two
departmental attorneys as-
signed by the Justice Depart-
ment to the Jefferson County
area.
Vet School. . .
farmland from being assessed at a level
higher than it is worth for agricultural or
horticultural use.
Legislation enacted by the 1970 General
Assembly to carry out the interest of the
amendment directed that farmland
assessments be based on the sale price of
comparable land in the same area.
Reviewing what happened then Berry
said was bought for hobby and speculative
purposes at prices in excess of what the
land was worth as farmland.
"It created artificial values," he said.
Berry said he hopes the bill, which the
committee approved for prefiling with the
recommendation that it pass, will correct
that situation.
Basically, the bill bases assessment of
farm land for taxes on income producing
capacity. In order to qualify for the lower
assessment, a farm must produce a
minimum annual gross income in three of
the five years preceding the tax year, or
within two years after that.
The minimum amounts vary with the
size of the farm, with a 10-acre farm
required to show an annual gross income
of $1,100 minimum.
The bill would also allow property
valuation administrators, in making
assessments, to consider factors such as
relative percentages of finable land,
pasture land and woodland on a tract,
degree of soil productivity and risk of
flooding.
They could also consider allotted crops;
acceptability to all-weather roads and
markets and economic factors that would
affect net farm income.
The bill would require farmers to reap-
ply for eligibility every four years.
E. W. Kessler, head of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau, said the bill is "a great im-
provement over the present method."
He also said it could be a first step
toward a more scientific method" of
arriving at land classifications.
Bus MYERS HONMED-L-Mpt.-Belf Wetfi, Route Five, and Mrs. Opal
Galloway, Route Two, are presented plaques by Supt William Miller honoring
them as bus drivers of the year in the Calloway County School System. The awar-
ds are based on safety and economy during the school year.
otia.Dati4 ft*
Rev. Robert Brockhoff, seated left, was installed as new chairman of the Board
of Directors of the NEEDLINE at the fall meeting held Monday at the Triangle Inn
with Dr. David Roos, seated left, outgoing chairman, presiding. Other officers and
board members present were, left to right, seated, Mrs. A. C. Lafollette, Mrs. Edd
Glover, Mrs. Euple Ward, NEEDL1NE director, standing, Mrs. Terry Canupp,
secretary, Mrs. Lillian Graves, Marvin Harris, Mrs. Nell Eaton, publicity, Mrs. Julie
Lovins, professional consultant, Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, pictures, Rev. John
Churchwell, Harold Beaman, vice-chairman, and Rev. Paul Wanger. Absent when
picture was made were Rev. C. E. Timberlake, Bailey Gore, and Rev. ierrell White.
Stab Photo by David HA
Teachers Remain On Strike As
Contract Negotiations Continue
By The Associated Press
Teachers in New York and
Chicago, two of the nation's
largest school systems, re-
mained on strike today while
contract negotiations continued.
All public schools in Chicago
were closed. In New York, a
school board spokesman said
the system was shut down for
all practical purposes, although
some schools opened for small
numbers of students.
Other strikes closed schools
or curtailed classes in dozens of
smaller cities across the nation.
Teachers in New York City
defied a state judge who or-
dered them back to work.
rnaas24,0k447/4et
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Boise Cascade 23% -91;
Ford 315k -44
Gen Motors 47% unc
Gen lire 15% -%
Goodrich 18% 4%
' GUI Oil 21 +59
Pennwalt 24 -1/4
Quaker Oats  WA. At
Republic Steel 31% -194
Singer . 12 -%
Tappan Sane
Western Um.° ..12% unc
Zenith   10% .1%
The strike will go on,"
declared Albert Shenker,
president of the AFL-C10
United Federation of Teachers.
The city's 67,000 teachers
struck at midnight Monday
when their contract expired
after the first day of classes.
The union and the school board
resumed negotiations Tuesday
night, but Shenker predicted a
long strike.
The New York public school
system, with 1.1 million pupils
and 950 schools, is the largest
in the nation. On Tuesday,
about 37,000 pupils showed up
for class, but most were sent
home.
In Chicago, a week-old strike
gave the 530,000 pupils in the
nation's third largest school
system an extended summer
vacation. None of the city's 660
schools has opened for fall
classes.
In New York, where teachers
earned $9,700 to $20,350 last
year, the salary scale was not
a strike issue.
Lawyer Says Fromme Never Meant
To Assassinate President Ford
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— A Manson trial attorney says
Lynette "Squeaky" Fromme
confided during a jailhouse visit
that she never intended to kill
President Ford when she aimed
a loaded gun at him.
"What are they mad about?"
attorney Daye Shinn quoted
Miss Fromme as asking. "The
gun didn't go off."
Shinn said in an interview
Tuesday that Miss Fromme,
still loyal to mass murderer
Charles Manson, claims she
was seeking attention for Man-
son and three women followers
she feels were unjustly con-
victed in the 1969 Sharon Tate
murders.
The attorney quoted Miss
Fromme as saying of the Ford
incident here last Friday:, "I
wasn't going to shoot him. I
just wanted to get some atten-
tion for a new trial for Charlie
and the girls."
Miss Fromme, 26, was
charged with the attempted
murder of the President after
she pointed a .45-caliber semi-
automatic pistol at Ford from a
distance of only two feet during
a presidential visit to the Cali-
fornia capital.
Shinn, a Los Angeles lawyer
who represented Susan Atkins
in the 1970 Manson trial, said
Miss Fromme also said she in-
tended to serve as her own at-
torney if brought to trial.
Later Tuesday, U.S. District
Court Judge Thomas J.
McBride issued a sweeping
publicity "gag" order at the
request of Miss Fromme's
attorney, federal Public
Defender E. Richard Walker.
McBride said the order ap-
plied to Miss Fromme, Walker,
grand jury witnesses and feder-
al, state and local law enforce-
ment officials. He said violators
would be subject to contempt of
court proceedings.
A federal grand jury is meet-
ing here today, and the govern-
ment is seeking an attempted
murder indictment against
Miss Fromme.
Manson, 40, is now serving a
life term at San Quentin Prison
for the murder of Miss Tate, an
actress, and six others.
A preliminary hearing for
Miss Fromme, who is being
held in lieu of $1 million bail, is
scheduled today. She entered
no plea at her arraignment
after the Ford incident Friday.
Among key witnesses ex-
pected to testify before the
grand jury is Harold Eugene
Boro, 66, who owned the gun
Miss Fromrne pointed at Ford.
Boro, a native of Jackson,
Calif., an old Gold Rush town,
was described by an official
source as the "Sugar Daddy"
to Miss Fromme and Miss
Good.
Boro reportedly has told the
FBI he showed the gun to Miss
Fromm and she later took it
when he wasn't looking.
Authorities say Boro is not a
suspect in the assassination
attempt.
In Los Angeles, the Superior
Court judge who sentenced
Manson to prison told the Los
Angeles Times that - Miss
Fromme had called him at
home six or eight weeks ago
and warned she was about to
do something desperate.
Judge Raymond Choate said
Miss Fromme "said she wanted
to talk to me because she was
going to do something desper-
ate. At first, I thought she
meant she was going to kill
herself, but she specifically said
she didn't mean suicide."
CIA Has Maintained Variety Of
Unauthorized Chemical Agents
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
addition-to deadly poisons, the
Central Intelligence Agency has
secretly maintained a variety
of other unauthorized chemical
agents ranging from disabling
drugs inseetic riles ,
knowledgeable officials say.
The existence of the addition-
al substances, all of which ap-
parently were kept without the
knowledge or approval of high-
ranking CIA officials, was con-
firmed late Tuesday by both
Sen. Frank Church and deputy
White House counsel Roderick
M. Hills.
Earlier Tuesday, Church,
chairman of the Senate in-
telligence committee, told a
news conference that the CIA
had kept vials of cobra venom
and a deadly shellfish toxin in
direct violation of a presiden-
tial order to destroy stockpiles
of biological and chemical war-
fare agents.
In a subsequent telephone in-
terview, Church said the addi-
tional items consisted of "poi-
sons, chemicals, insecticides
and other disabling drugs that
may or may not have violated
the presidential directives" of
1969 and 1970.
Church, D-Idaho, said that
before the intelligence panel be-
gins public hearings next week
his staff would seek to deter-
mine whether any actual viola-
tions occurred.
According to Hills the in-
ventory of substances found in
a CIA laboratory earlier this
year listed
"10 or 12 bits and pieces" of
various chemical agents
retained for "purely ex-
perimental" purposes.
These other substances are
"not necessarily in violation"
of 'he presidential directives,
Hills maintained.
Former CIA Director Richard
M. Helms, who headed the
agency at the time the direc-
tives were issued by then-Presi-
dent Richard M. Nixon, is
scheduled to be questioned by
staff members today in closed
Senate Certain to Join in Veto
Override Ford Education Bill
gan July 1, than Congress
allowed last May in the con-
gressional budget.
Ford, in submitting his $6.4-
billion appropriations bill, esti-
mated that $1.3 billion of this
would be spent in 1976. The rest
would produce outlays in future
years.
Leaders of the budget corn-
1 1 0 
mittees said the $7.5 billion as
it was sent to the President
only
We haven't raised no, p' es
we lhaverct lowered our
quality. You can still buy
b•autiful diamonds at our
usual low price We acquired
these diamonds before th• re.,
cent price increases_ So we
can offer yoU the. exquisite
loveliness of not one, or two,
Or three but faven sparkling






(Continued from Page 1
and operating costs and
because it would not guarantee
a higher percentage of
veterinarians in needed areas.
Instead the consultants rec-
ommend establishing a state
supported outreach program to
be operated in conjunction with
participation in SREB and oth-
er contracted programs. The
consultants note that such an
outreach program might be
more expensive than traditional
incentive programs designed to
encourage practice in specific
areas, but also said it would be
more effective.
They recommend building ad-
ditional animal diagnostic labo-
ratories, such as those at Lex-
ington and Hopkinsville, and
suggest that those facilities of-
fer treatment as well as diag-
nostic services.
The report says the state
must be willing to pay three of'
four resident veterinarians to
operate the laboratories and
treat animals in the area.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.8,
no change.
Below dam 301.7, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.7,
down 0.1.
  lielow-dasn• 303i, down.
Suriset Mnrise
'Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the tifter &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp. of
Murray. are as follows
US Homes 5% As
Kaufman & Brood ..........., ,7 -%
Ponderosa System. 11%
Kimberly Clark 275k -%
Union Carbide 01% •Ali
W R Grace X% -44
Texaco 23% +%
General 83ec 43% +v.
GAF Corp Fr mac








WASHINGTON ( AP The
Senate is considered certain to
join the House in voting to
override President Ford's veto
of a $7.9-billion education ap-
propriations bills.
If today's vote goes as ex-
pected, it would be the second
time this Session a bill had
been enacted over Ford's veto.
He has vetoed 10 measures.
The House tally on Tuesday
was a lopsided 379 to 41, or 99
more votes than the needed
two-thirds. Senate managers of
the bill predicted a similar
margin in their branch.
The measure exceeds Ford's
request by $1.5 billion.
But members of the newly
created House and Senate
Budget committees disputed









current fiscalfiscal year wbich be-
-would yield $1.7 billion of
spending in the current year.
But they emphasized that, in
the congressional budget, allow-
ance was made fora 2.2 billion
of education outla§s. -
In adopting its budget, Con-
gress fixed spending targets
well above the President's pro-
posals for education, health and
some other domestic social pro-
grams.
But it promised to make up
-or-IN-defreits-by cilttftlir
the military money biliend for-
eign aid.
The education bill contains
$414 million more than Ford's
request for aid to school
districts with large numbers of
children of federal employes. It
also contains $368 million more
for college student aid than he
proposed.
It also exceeds his budget on
aid to children of dis-
advantaged parents, which is
the largest single federal aid to
education program; on aid for
libraries, on education for the
handicapped, and on vocational
education.
ADAMS SCORNED
' The 'nation's first vice
president, John Adams, pro-
posed that the President
should be addressed as "His
Highness." Congress scorned/
the idea_ arid retaliated by .

















































Church said Helms now am-
bassador to Iran, is likely to be
a witness at the public hearings
as well.
Hills said the White House
ai:tiriltirtiNt to convince untirch
and committee Vice Chairman
John Tower, R-Tex. not to hold
public hearings but to issue a
report on the matter instead.
Church said the purpose of
public hearings would be "to
ascertain not only all of the de-
tails concerning the cache of bid
logical toxins, but at what level
within- the agency the decision
was made to disobey the
President's orders."
According to Church, the sub-
stances were.dkovered bv.the
CIA's own investigators acting
on a tip provided by an agency
employe.
Church would not describe
the means by which the poisons
could be administered, except
to say they were capable of
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official. Gene MillerPaducah District
The National Association of Life Underwriters has presented a
National Saks Achievement Award \to Agent Gene Miller of the
Paducah, District of Life and Casually Insurance Company of
Tennessee in recognition of his outstanding sales accomplish-
ments and service to policyowners during the past year Let this
outstanding agent serve yo),,,, 4f•
•
Plume: 492-85% 110‘ 141 itaftl:Kentutky 421149
-=m11:....LIFE_KASUAL, TY



























































































































Navy Disbursing Clerk Third
Claw Robert I. Procter, son of
Mr. and Mrs. [pert Practor of
Route 2, Hazel, is ernTharked
on a Mediterranean
deployment aboard the am-
phibious dock landing ship
USS Hermitage, homeported
at Little Creek, Va.
He and his shipmates will
participate in various training
exercises with other units of
the U. S. Sixth Fleet and also




ALAMOGORDO, N. M. —
The brother of a Dexter
resident has been assigned to
Holloman MB, N. M., for duty
with a unit of the Tactical Air
Command.
Air Force Master Sergeant
Roy D. Williams, brother of
Victor Williams of Rt. 1, Dex-
ter, is an aircraft maintenance
supervisor with the 49th Field
Maintenance Squadron at
Holloman. He previously ser-
ved at Hurtburt Held, Ha.
The sergeant attended
Almo High School prior to en-
tering the Air Force in 1957.
Sgt- Steele Now
At Michigan Base
SAULT STE MARIE, Mich. —
Now serving at Kincheloe
AFB, Mich., is Air Force
Sergeant Billy J. Steele, son of
Mr. and Mrs. ighn
Rt. 6, Murray.
Sergeant Steele, a personnel
specialist, was previously
assigned at Clark AB, Philip-
The sergeant, a 1965
graduate of Calloway County
High School, received his A. A.
degree from Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn.,
and his B. A. degree from
Oklahoma Christian College.
Sergeant Steele's wife,
Carole, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L A. Ellis of 608 N.
11th Si. Gunnison, Cob.
Rev. Fred French Elected Fisher-Price
To Statewide KARP Office Names Frank
New Directorthe Rev. Fred French, amember of the Western Ken-
tucky Regional Mental Health-
Mental Retardation Board,
Incorporated, was recently
elected Vice-President of the
Kentucky Association of
Regional Programs ( KARP).
KARP consists of the
Chairman of the Regional
Boards or their designees and
Rev. Fred French
the Executive Directors of the
15 Districts throughout Ken-
tucky. Its purpose is to
spearhead cooperative efforts
on the part of Kentucky Mental
Health Centers to see that the
best possible services are
provided in every area of the
State. KARP recently employed
its first Executive Secretary,
Mary D. Shahan, and elected
new officers. Mr. William E.
Summers, HI, Chairman of the
River .Region Mental Health-
ReTarclattiOn B4ar4 wah _
elected as Chairman of KARP.
Mr. Roland Mullins, Executive
Director of Cumberland River
Comprehensive Care center
Cothin: , was -eke t pc! was Rvi jerritinett
Secretary, Treasurer.
Rev. French has served on
the Estern Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retar-
dation Board, Incorporated, for
the past three years as a
representative from Marshall
County. The Board provides
services to the Purchase Area
and Livingston County and
consists of four representatives
from each of the counties. Rev.
•
North Elementary students, Tammi Crouse and Randy Stone look at the educational tapes,
records, tape player and record player that the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of Woodmen of the
World presented on Friday, August 29 to the North Elementary Library. Donna Garland, vice
president, Edna Bogard, first trustee, and Loretta Jobs, WOW Field Representative, made the
presentation. Phyllis Whitney, TP1 Trustee, was chairman of the committee. Accepting the
educational materials on behalf of the library was the librarian, J, W. Jones, second right. Mrs.
Garland is shown second on left.
French serves on the Finance
and Personnel, Committees and
as Treasurer of the Regional
Board.
Rev. French is Pastor of the
Calvert City and Mt. Carmel
United Methodist Churches, and
serves as minstry coordinator
and secretary of the governong
Board of the Lakeland Parish
and is a member of the Paducah
District Council on Ministries.
He has served churches in
Hickory, Barlow, and Wickliffe,
Ky.
Rev. French received his BA
from Lambuth College in
Jackson, Tennessee, and his
Master of Divinity from Perkins
School of Theology at Southern
Methodist University. He is now
enrolled in the Doctor of
Ministry Program at Van-
derbilt Divinity- School.
Rev. and Mrs. French reside
in Calvert City. They have one
married daughter, Mrs. Ricky
Henson of Possum Trot, a
daughter Ellen enrolled in the
University of Kentucky and
Judy and Steve at home.
11-, 12-Year
Be Charged
HOUSTON (AP) - Police
quoted the three children, aged
9, 11 and 12, as saying
'Pun-
kin" was bad, so they pounded
him with their fists and feet
and whipped him with belts un-
-til -he ched-: • - - -- •
"Punkin„ was bad, so they
pounded him with their fists and
feet and whipped him with belts
until he died.
Battles, 4. He was found dead
Sunday from blows to the head,
chest and abdomen, an autopsy
showed.
The victim's brother, Daven,
5, also was beaten, investiga-
tors said. He was listed in fair
condition in a hospital Monday
'night.
Police said the three children
involved include two relatives
and a neighbor of the dead boy.
11711., PADLICAH Downtown, Minnens II,
Crossroads
MAYFIELD On The Square
MURRAY Bel Air Center
Minnens Murray
Open Nights and Sundays
Wrap It Up This Fall
With Minnens Hooded
Camel Wrap Coat-Trimmed
In Natural Red Foxt.ail.•
Sizes 5-15
• All Furs Labeled To Show
•Country of Origin
The appointment of James H.
Frank as director of financial,
control for Fisher-Price lp
has been announced by H
H. Coords, president.
In his new position, Frank will
be responsible for accounting
controls and administration,
reporting to Edward H. Nagel,
vice-president and controller.
Frank joined Fisher-Price in
1974 as manager of manufac-
turing accounting. Previously
he was with Abbott
Laboratories of No. Chicago as
controller of the chemicals
division.
A graduate of the University
of Minnesota with a bachelor's
degree in electrical
engineering, Mr. Frank
received his MBA degree from
Washington University in St.
Louis.
He resides with his family at
12 Chase Rd., Orchard Park N.
Y.
A Division of The Quaker Oats
Company, Fisher-Price is the
world's largest producer of
infants' and preschool toys.
Olds To
In Murder -
The Battles boys, their 7-
year-old sister and their moth-
er, Rosemary Johnson Battles,
25, had recently moved in with
another family at a house
where the boy's body was found
on a pallet in the living room
Sunday morning'.
Police quoted the three chil-
dren as saying they beat Rob-
ert ''for being bad," and that
the•Satnright-asezult3a1-
lowed the breaking of a model
car.
---
Lt. H.A. Contreras said the
11-year-old and the 12-year-old
will be brought before a juve-
nile referee and murder
charges requested.
He said the nine-year-old
child was released to the custo-
dy of his parents because chil-
dren under 10 cannot be held
criminally liable.
ednesday. September IR /973
BACHELOR UVING — The bachelor living classes of Mrs. Louis Kerlick at Calloway County High School were the guestsof the Man's World hair stylists in courses on hair grooming Thursday. Here, Bill Mellon, of Man's World demonstratesprocedure to the class.
Stall Photo by David Hill
Sanders Chicken Suit Settled Out Of Court
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Col. Harland D. Sanders of
fried chicken fame has an-
nounced he is withdrawing a
tasesnit-against-ileoblehr Etee:7--
the successor firm to Kentucky
Fried Chicken Corp. _
An agreement to drop legal
actions over trademarks was
signed Saturday night and an-
nounced on Sunday by Howard
F. Cerny, Sanders' attorney.
Sanders and his wife had
filed suit seeking $122 million in
damages, claiming that Heub-
lein interfered in the Sanders'
efforts to franchise sit-down
restaurants modeled after one
they formerly operated in
Shelbyville, Ky:
Cerny said Sanders will re-
ceive "a nice piece of change"
for vgreeirig-ttrend-the dispute
over exactly what trademarks
were acquired by Kentucky
Fried Chicken when the Louis-
ville firm bought Sanders out in
1964.
Cerny said the settlement.
was for move than $1 million.
A spokesman for Kentucky
Fried Chicken said "we don't
give specifics" when asked
about details of the settlement.
The suit was filed in U. S.
District Court here in 1964. In
the suit, Sanders said the sale
in 1964 included only his image
and the phrase, "It's finger
lickin' good" and "Tender &
1asireotonel Swears-at-KM
tucky Fried Chicken."
The suit charged that Heub-
lein, or its predecessor, Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken, offered
new food products that caused
the public to "erroneously be-
lieve" the products were origi-
nated by and had the personal
endorsement of Sanders.
Kentucky Fried Chicken, in
turn, has agreed to drop a suit
filed in November 1974 against
a Sanders' owned firm named
Claudia Sanders, The Colonel's
Lady, Inc. Kentucky Fried
Chicken contended the use of
the name "colonel" violated
macierhallts if helTbecause of
its deal with Sanders in 1964.
MILITIA ORIGINS
The original purpose of the
American colonial militia
was to defend against Indian
attacks. Every man between
16 and 60 was required by law
to possess a gun, ammunition
and accessories, be enrolled
in a company of their own
township and turn out about
four tunes a year for training.
'East Side of Square
P‘Irli*teedAdi NC  
Murray, Ky.
Open 9 A M to 5 P M
I C N 
Stop, Shop
• and Save

















CH0-12 color 12 exposures for
pocket cameras c126-12 color car-
tridge for instant cameras.—
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Relieves Head Colds, Hay Fever, Nasal Allergies
2 OZ.
nasal spray























A New Way to live with
your allergy
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PROVES IT...WEEK AFTER WEEK
OGER is LOW PRICE LEADER
Prices good through Tuesday, September 16th, in






FLAKE, COMBO OR BUTTERMILK




KROGER CINNAMON OR ORANGE
KROGER PROCESS AMERICAN
KROGER FULI.MOON COLBY
OZLonghorn Cheese 14 PKG. $125
KROGER WHIPPED
SENIOR CITIZENS
Be sure to register for membership in our new Sen
ior Citizens Savings Program at your local Kroger
:—store. Being a member of this program entitles you
to buy our weekly coupon specials without having to
make the $10.00 or more additional purchase. To
qualify for membership you must be at least 59
itais of age and living on a fixed income. Kroger is
' to be the first area fond store to offer such a
semis to our Senior CO,
Everything you bey at Kroger is
guaranteed ler your total Wider
tie, regardless of manufacturer. It
you ire ael satisfied, Kroger will
_mime your ite• with the WU
_pawed or a comaarablo broad or
refired your purchase price.
The Kroger Price Patrol Report
is a 
bonafide price check of theleading food stores in the area,
with the actual report sheets ondisplay for your 
inspection any time









With this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding
items prohibited by law and in addition to cost of
coupon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes.
Limit we. Good through Tuesday, September 16th.
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Applesauce . ........  3 v„zs 89c
... These are special offers made
possible by manufacturer's allowances
and special purchases ... look for the
X la oar ads and in our stores.
 4141 .3,zs $1
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by Laurence M. Hutch, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
IT'S SCHOOLTIME AGAIN
Now that the kids, are back in
school, is it possible they will be
eating better than while they were
home this summer? It happens. I
just hope it isn't true in your
house.
At school, if the lunch service is
part of the National School Lunch
Program. meals must conform to
certain nutritional standards of
adequacy If your children eat it
all, they will be assured of about
one-third -of the nutrients they
need for the day.
THE QUESTION is. of course
do your meals at home give them
equal nutrition' I'm not just
talking about children getting
enough to eat I'm concerned also
with whether they are being over-
fed, or misfed—the condition we
call malnutrition. It refers to
eating 'too much, too little, or just'
enough to satisfy appetite but not
properly balanced in the nutrients
we all need each day.
School lunch is not only a
nutritious meal. It is also a demon-
stration. experienced each school
day, of food choices and portions
that square with what the children
are being taught—,regarding
nutrition—in their clas.;work.
As such, it is a model program
that has meaning for mothers far
beyond their children being fed at
school. I know I constantly harp on
the four-food-group concept of
good nutrition. But there isn't, so
far, a better way that I know of for
explaining what should be in-
cluded in a good meal
SCHOOL LUNCHES follow the
four-food-group plan. Each meal
must include something from the
meat-fish-poultry-egg-cheese
group, the fruits and vegetables
group. breads and cereals, and. of
course, the inandatory eight-
ounce glass of milk.
Why is the milk required?
Because it is just about impossible
in our general culture to „plan a
meal sufficient in calcium without
milk.
AND MILK also is an ideal food
for rounding out the adequacy of
many- 'vilaMins, minera6. and
other nutrients needed in a meal
Without undue calories
All parents ought to be in-
terested in knowing all they can
about their children's school lunch
program and the nutrition infor-
mation that dictates the foods
chosen for their children.
HISTORIC PEST
Hessian was the name of
another enemy with which
the American Revolution-
aries had to contend. The
Hessian fly, which destroyed
wheat and barley crops, was
so-called because it was ob-
served first in America short-
ly after the Hessian troops





8 p.m. on the 18th SE 19th
2 p.m. on the 21st
See tractors from 6 states plus Canada, competing





  Free Admittance to the fair with purchase of advanced
tickets from Purchase Equipment Co.
Children Under 12 Admitted Free to Tractor Pull
Nixon Not Considered Trustworthy
Guard Of Papers By Justice Dept
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Justice Department says Con-
gress had good reason to be-
lieve that Richard M. Nixon's
official papers might not be re-
turned to the government intact
if the former president had
even temporary custody of
them.
That and other veiled sugges-
tions that Nixon would be an
untrustworthy guardian of the
documents came in a 100-page
court brief filed Monday as
part of the continuing legal
fight over ownership of the pa-
pers.
A three-judge federal panel is
to hear oral arguments Sept. 22
in the case, which almost cer-
-tataly will reach the Supreme
Court eventually.
In defending the law that
gave the government custody
and ownership of Nixon's tapes
and documents, the Justice De-
partment said:
"Congress had a rational
basis for perceiving that his
presidential materials might
not pass intact into the custody
of the United States if he were
permitted to have custody of
them, even temporarily."
It added that Congress thus
had concluded "Mr. Nixon
would not be a trustworthy cus-
todian, even temporarily."
To bolster this view, the gov-
ernment lawyers cited the 18½.
minute gap in one of Nixon's
taped conversations, for which
"no satisfactory explanation
has ever been provided"; the
"material differences" between
the White House and congres-
sional transcripts of other
tapes; and Nixon's repeated as-
_sert ifris.i.A-ignorasice of die Ws- -
tergate cover-up until March
1973, although transcripts "in-
dicated to the contrary."
The brief also dismissed Nix-
on's suggestion that he, his wife
and daughters should be given
the task of deciding which of
the 42 million pages of docu-
ments should be made public.
"The suggestion is, to put it
kindly, unrealistic," it said.
A companion brief filed Mon-
day by lawyers for a group of
hestorians and journalists cited
many of the same arguments
as the Justice DeparttSpre-
Bente don.
The lawyers for columnist
Jack Anderson and others also








JIM STAFFORD Television Star
$25/PERSON Refreshments andEntertainment
6:30 P.M. EDT
Paid tor be Dernde4tS1 United/75
P.O Box /975, Frarddert. Ky 40601
Wm, S. 14aerres, Treasurer
that the government owns any
record or works created by its
employes in the course of offi-
cial duties.
To Nixon's contention than*
needed the documents to com-
plete his memoirs, the lawyers
said that nowhere does the Con-
stitution say "that a former
president should be entitled to
own history in this manner."
Meanwhile, other documents
showed that Nixon ordered that
political information gathered
through a "national secteity"
wiretap be sent to his top politi-
cal adviser.
Nixon ordered the inform;
tion turned over to his chief nt
staff and top political aide, H.
R. Haldeman, after the FBI-re-
ported that the tape showed
only political discussions.
The information was from a
tap on the home telephone of
former White House staffer
Morton Halperin. Nixon or-
dered the "national security"
tap continued even though the
FBI reported that Halperin no
longer worked for the govern-
ment, according to the docu-
ments made public Monday as
part of a suit by Halperin.
Halperin and 16 other govern-
ment officials and newsmen
were subjected to wiretapping
in a Nixon administration effort
to discover the source of news
leaks about national security
matters.
SPACE PROPULSION
The use of electric propul-
sion for space' travel has
moved a step closer with the
successful completion of a
10,000-hour endurance test of









2 Shows-6 & 8 p.m.
Tickets ore on Sok at ... Bonk of Morrell, Peoples Bonk, Long Mtn Silver, Montgomery Words.
Contact any Jaycee for more information
Advanced tickets on sale now as follows...thildren 12 and un-
der—$1.50, Adults-$3.00, Family Package-$8.00. Advance Student
Tickers42.00, Special "Golden Age" advance tickets41.50. Gate












A replica of the 30's
with the sound of the
70's. AM/FM Radio —
10006 Solid State 85 08
lot:sne Year Parts &
Labor Warrant SAVE
411,444- 40.44. :ov,"444ACKNINMS:42EmomiNsi44~18416,10401k,




No small tubes to burn out
25-in, diagonal screen
Black matrix picture tube for brighter picture
Contemporary walnut finish cabinet with swivel base
GONE YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY
Free in-home service if any part proves defective
within one yeor of sale. Free replacement picture tube

















• Big screen roll-about TV
• Bright, sharp picture
• Pre-set fine tuning






















• 8-traa tape ?layer
• Deluxe recorl changer
ei Compact Mediterranean
console with pecan finish
,Serfe Prices Good of Over-600 Stores Throughout the South. and Scroffiwesf
9-6 Alon..yhws,
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Scotties Reg. 41t
Viva Paper Towels Reg. We your Choice,
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Shop Big K For All Your
Automotives Supplies
Quaker State
Oil 20 w 30
Slab Foam
39x72x2*- Sale. Pricers
53x72x2 - Sale Price 7"
39x72x4 - Sale Pricer











Round Square or Oct gon
Green, Orange, Gold, Black




















Junior Size Reg. 6'
Sale 466
Dokotam Adult Reg. 9''
sale 766
Phone 753-8777













Prices Good Thru Sept. 16, 1975
At IGAWe Really Care...
SOUTHSIDE NORTHSIDE
S. 12th St. Chestnut St.
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45' 100 ct. Tea Bags 
MARGARINE
PLASTIC
Saran Wrap 50 Ft. 49'
4 STICKS
1 lb. Pkg. 33'
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Summer Vacations Made Closer To Home This Year
Americans refused to let in-
flation cancel summer vaca-
tions this year, but they stayed
closer to home, spent time in
one place rather than traveling
around and searched for bar-
gains at hotels and restaurants.
An Associated Press survey
of major tourist areas showed
the number of visitors in every
area was higher than it was in
1974 when the gasoline shortage
-cut sharply into summer motor-
ing.
There was plenty of gaioline
this year. The only problem
was figuring out how to pay for
the fuel, the lodgings, the food
and the sightseeing that make
up a vacation.
Michael Frucci, executive
secretary of the Cape- Cod
Chamber of Commerce said
1975 "was a very good year."
He said he expected statistics
on over-all resort business to be
up 12 per cent from 1974, mak-
ing this year the best ever.
At the same time, some res-
taurants reported business was
off.
"People are economy minded
Literacy Test May Be
Diploma Requirement
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
— Pupils seeking a high school
diploma here may soon be re-
quired to pass a test to deter-
mine if they are really literate
after 12 years of public school.
"I hope this will help answer
the people who say a high
school diploma doesn't mean
anything any more," Dr. Don-
ald Johnson, associate superin-
tendent of the city's school sys-
tem, said Monday.
Johnson said it is the first
practical test of literacy in the
nation. He-said the local school
board will be asked next week
to make it a requirement for
graduation.
The test is based on such
practical knowledge as how to
understand street signs, news-
paper advertisements, Social
Security applications and tele-
-7- phone books - the things
people come in contact with in
everyday living.
"We set out two years ago, at
the request of the Florida legis-
lature, to develop tr- teat rii`
functional literacy," Johnson
said. "No one had successfully
defined it until we went to a
large number of people, in-
eluding about 200 who are illit-
erate, and found out what are
the essential reading skills to
survival."
He said the first test devised
took three hours to administer.
"That was too long," Johnson
said. "We cut it to three sepa-
rate tests and found we had one
that was highly reliable."
The test in reduced size has
been administered to fifth and
ninth grade pupils and when
compared to standardized
achievement tests was 89 per
cent accurate, he said.
About 25 per cent of the fifth
graders and 75 per cent of the
ninth graders made passing
grades.
Johnson proposes to require
all ninth graders to take the
test. He said those who fail will
be assigned remedial reading
and get specialized instruction
until they pass, a requirement
for graduation.
"We can give form A of the
test the first time," he said. "If
tiiiifidr, they will get form B
the second time and those who
fail again will get form C. That
way they won't just tike the
same test."
What can you do
when you-want
extra money?
Let H & R Block teach you
to prepare income tax returns.
H & R Block knows income taxes, and how to teach
Ybu to prepare income tax returns
We teach income lax preparation to people who have
a flair for dealing accurately with figures, and who
enjoy working with the public, and who would like to
earn extra income in their spare time Over 300.000
students have graduated from our Income Tax Course
We teach classes in more than 2.000 communities
throughout the country. There is almost certain to be a
class location and time satisfactory to you. Job inter-
views available for best students. Send for free infor-
mation and class schedules today HURRY,
Classes Start: September 15




Please send me tree information about your tax prepa-
ration course. I understand there is no obligation.
Name
Address__
City  State Phone_
L. CLIP AND MAIL TODAY w
and are looking for less ex-
pensive places to eat or are
bringing their own food," said
one operator of a hotel with a
restaurant. "Even at breakfast
time, we found people eating
less."
Florida officials said tourism
business was up about 10 per
cent from 1974. But they said
that while the northern part of
the state was doing well, the
southern part, including Miarnin
was suffering.
"Tourists have tended to pull
in their horns," said Hal Cohen
of the Miami Tourist Develop-
ment Authority. "They're not
traveling much more than 300
miles from their homes. This






Baby Boy Hughes (mother
Dana), Rt. 7, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Robert E. Presoctt, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Bonnie Searatt,
Rt. 5, Panorama Shores,
Murray, Mrs. Reda F. Overby,
Bx 6, Lynn Grove, Ben K.
Farris, 514 S. 8th., Murray,
Timothy Jobe, 603 N. 18th. Apt.
E, Murray, Mrs. Faye Foy, Bx
33, Lynn Grove, Gwendolyn J.
Barber, 8515 Linda Rd.,
Louisville, Gary P. Key, Rt. 1,
Murray, Richard B. Vanover,
905 N. 18th., Murray, Thomas E.
Ernestberger, Rt. 4, Murray,
011ie Brown, Rt. 1, Almo, Libern
Paschall Rt. 1, Hazel, Robert P.
Hornsby, 8I3 Olive, Murray,
Mrs. Lois M. Myers, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Genie M. Ed-
wards (expired), Rt. 5, Benton.
Edd Adams has recently
joined PSR computer services
in Murray as programmer-
analyst
Adams graduated cum
laude from Murray State
University in May with a BS.
degree in Computer Science.
His experience includes four
years of systems applications
and operations work on the
system 360, models 20, 40,
SO, and 1130. He worked for
the data processing depart-
ment at Murray State Univer-
sity and spent two years with
the university computing and
information systems.
Adams is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Exie Adams of Murray.
He is married to the former
Deborah Eldridge, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Eldridge, also of Murray. Mr.











107 North 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
Stop N' Shop With us
Wicker, Turquoise Jewelry, Leather Goods,
Mexican' Flower Pots, Pottery and Many other
items.
Hours: 10:00 to 5:30
Six Days /Meek
advantage. Ncrth and Central
Florida can still draw on tour-
ists from other states."
The Automobile Club of Mich-
igan said a comparison of 1974
and 1975 figures showed routing
requests by state residents for
Michigan only were up 11.5 per
cent for the Upper Peninsula
and 44.6 per cent for the Lower
Peninsula, indicating people
stayed in the state rather than
take a long trip elsewhere.
The club said private camp-
grounds reported people were
staying twice as long as they
did last year and added that
revenues were up for state
parks, although no specifics
were available.
Bob Uguccioni, a spokesman
for the Pocono Mountains Tour-
ist Bureau in Pennsylvania,
said the area had 17 per cent
more visitors this year than it
did in 1974. People waited until
the last minute, however, to
make their reservations.
-It played havoc on hotel and
motel operators who plan with
advance reservations," Uguc-
cioni said.
Tourists also spent less.
"Where the big expensive ho-
tels are usually the first to fill
up, this year the tourists took
the less expensive hotel
rooms," Uguccioni said. "Nice,
but not the luxury ones."
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A Murray
man was among 47 new state
troopers taking their oath of
office in the Capitol Rotunda
here Sept. 5 after completing
16 weeks of training at the
Kentucky State Police
Academy. Gary Lee Johnson,
n of Murray will begin his
new duties at the state police
post at Madisonville.
Johnson, a veteran of the
U.S. Navy, graduated from
Murray High School in 1971
and attended Murray State
University. Johnson is married
to the former Rebecca- Lane
Buchanan. His mother, Pauline
Estelle Johnson, currently
resides in Murray.
Court Rules Against Practices
Of Snakehandlers In Nashville
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP -
"They shall take up serpents;
and if they drink any deadly
thing, it shall not hurt them,
they shall lay hands on the
sick, and they shall recover."
The Rev. Liston Pack and the
approximately 45 members of
his Holiness Church of God in
Jesus Name in rural East Ten-
nessee say the verse, Mark
16:18, is the basis of their re-
ligous belief.
On Monday, the Tennessee
Supreme Court ruled that the
practicing of their belief by
handling snakes and drinking
strychnine and other poisons is
a public nuisance and therefore
illegal.
The small Pentecostal de-
nomination is concentrated
mostly in rural isolated areas
of Appalachia and the South-
east. Its members oppose
smoking, dancing, the use of
cosmetics, jewelry and other
goods they consider worldly.
Pack's attorney, Theo J.
Emison -Jr. of Alamo, Tenn.,
said the state Supreme Court's
decision raises First Amend-
ment constitutional questions
that ultimately will have to be
decided by the U.S. Supreme
Court.
"The Constitution says
people have freedom of reli-
gion," Pack said. "If they can
stop me from taking up the ser-
pent, they can stop ottkrs from
submeru,ing people at bap-
tisms."
Pack explained, and the state
court agreed, that snake han-
dling is a legitimate part of the
church's articles of faith.
He described the religious
fervor associated with handling
snakes as being symbolic to an
electric shock.
"When I become anointed to
handle serpents, my hands get
real numb. It is a trememdous
feeling," he said. "It comes
from the inside.
"If you've got the Holy Ghost
in you, it'll come out and noth
ing can hurt you. It is not
tempting God. You can't tempt
God by doing what He says do.
"You can have faith, but if
you never feel the anointing,
you had better leave the ser-
pent.alone," he said.
The court said it recognized
that the practice's only purpose
is to "confirm the word" and is
not a test of faith nor proof of
godliness to the church's mem-
bers.
"We recognize that to forbid
snake handling is to remove the
theological heart of the Holi-
ness Church "the court said in
a unaminous lengthy opinion
written by Justice Joseph W.
Henry.
But, the court said, "At some
point the freedom of the indi-
vidual must wane and the pow-
er, duty and interest of the
state becomes compelling and
dominant."
The initial proceeding that re-
sulted in the court's decision
Monday was filed in 1973 after
two church members, including
Pack's brother, died from
drinking strychnine and a third
was hospitalized for a snake-
bite.
Miss Your Paper?
Sabsaribers who base met
received their 11118110-41eliversd
copy of Die *arm Ledger &
Timms by 5:31p. m are ergo/
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p. as. mad 6 p. m. to insure
Icy of He newspeper.















HOME OF BETTER VALUES

















bottles & a food







Official size and weight.
Pro style tee, inflating
83 a 5
•••
Sale Prices Good at Over 600 Stores Throughout
the South mid Southwest
tpo ,c.gard NYLON FOAM
SEAT COVERS
5
gar Seat -Covers. Most cases IL .Pick-ups. 17 xis so: 5.99
Baal? Simal Chwirs. 17.3.4.1 5.99
Reg. 6.5999 Fits front soot for most 2
and 4 door cars. Choice








pint .M0. .,.,1 •
•0 41.,. 0•••,• •41
.0 •••• ••••••••••0,
be. 4.04 ••-••















Screw on type for most Ford, Chrysler and
Chevrolet Cars. 3 110 3 11B







Gas operated, automatic loading. 5-shot
Power-Matic action. Mar-proof walnut
stock and forearm. 64 74 ? •
SWAYS TO BUY AT OTASCO: • CASH • OTASCO C
REDIT • LAYAWAY
BANKAMERICARD • MASTER CHARGE










1 35 ^4 , ''. 3
•
Target Thrower. 110 2.511
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Dog Food 6 tz 8
Bacon
Hyde Park Grade A large
Eggs
Doz. 79
Limit 2 With $7.50 Add. Pur.






















Peaches Patties ChuckwagonPork, Veal 89t.
Merit Saltine














1 lb. Box 49






























Towels 2 Rolls 99
Dad's











































Gold Only Al Storeys
COUPON







Good Only At Store s
COUPON







Good Onl • At Starer
COUPON






Good Only At Storeys
00






Good Only A: stor,vs
COUPON






Good Only At Storeys
COUPON










Good Only At Storeys
Expires 9-16-74 .
Good Onl At•Store .s
COUPON














Good Only At Storeys
Volume
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